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The world has changed considerably since this assessment of the nuclear policies of the Trump 
administration was written in 2019. The coronavirus pandemic of 2020 has thrown the entire 
world into uncertainty, and tested the US government and President Donald Trump’s ability to 
handle a global crisis of unprecedented proportions. The demands of managing this crisis, and 
repairing the damage done to our societies, economies and populations rightfully demand our 
priority attention.

However, even a pandemic does not erase the persistent and even systemic challenges facing the 
United States in other areas. The nuclear dynamics that undermined stability and threatened to 
unleash disaster – even when compared against a pandemic – remain in place and can material-
ize almost without warning. Thus, we must meet the new challenges of today while still seeking 
to assess and repair the risks that existed before anyone ever heard of COVID-19. While some 
aspects of these materials may seem dated due to the onset of COVID-19, the authors rightly 
remain concerned about the underlying global nuclear dynamics and remain committed to as-
sessing them clearly and deliberately.

President Trump is unlike any previous US president. Among other traits, he prides himself on 
rejecting old approaches to both domestic and foreign policy challenges. This has created broad 
tensions between the current administration and established policy practitioners who have in-
vested time, energy, and expertise in protecting US interests for decades.

&41�59<85/-@5;:?�;2�@45?�-<<>;-/4�->1�/81->8E�;:�05?<8-E�C5@4�>13->0?�@;�'%�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�<>1B1:@�
the spread and use of nuclear weapons. The nuclear dangers facing the United States are get-
@5:3�C;>?1	�.;@4�@4>;A34�:1381/@�-:0�@4>;A34�?<1/5ŋ/�<;85/E�/4;5/1?�9-01�.E�@45?�-095:5?@>--
tion. The authors of the papers in this report have closely reviewed the Trump administration’s 
1Ŋ;>@?�;:�:A/81->�<>;8521>-@5;:	� ?@>-@135/� ?@-.585@E	�:A/81->�9;01>:5F-@5;:	�-:0�>18-@10� 5??A1?��
These papers make clear that there are growing concerns in most, if not all, of the various nucle-
ar dangers facing the United States and its allies.  

This publication is a product of the American Nuclear Policy Initiative (ANPI) – a unique collec-
tion of experienced government practitioners and non-governmental policy analysts with deep
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and multifaceted expertise on nuclear issues. The report and the top line assessment are de-
signed to provide an objective summary of nuclear policy under the current administration, 
detailing and analyzing its record on protecting the United States and its allies against perhaps 
the greatest national security danger facing humanity. It is the goal of the ANPI for this report to 
be a valuable resource for those focused on the current and future direction of nuclear weapons 
issues.

ANPI members have made this work possible through generous contributions of their time, 
skill, expertise, and engagement. Funding for this project came from the John D. and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation. Additional funding has been made available by the Carnegie Corpo-
ration of New York. This product owes much to the constant and thoughtful work of Global Zero 
Program Director Jessica Sleight. We are also thankful for the editing work of Jennifer Knox and 
for the guidance and support of the entire Global Zero team.

Over the next twelve months, the ANPI will work to develop informed, cohesive, and pragmatic 
policy solutions for many of the issues and challenges contained in this report. Beyond protect-
5:3�'%�?1/A>5@E�5:@1>1?@?	�<->@5/A8->�-@@1:@5;:�C588�.1�<-50�@;�@41�?<1/5-8�1Ŋ;>@?�:11010�@;�>1<-5>�
the considerable damage done by the Trump administration – both on policy and the capa-
bilities of the US government to address these complex issues. Drawing from members’ own 
1D<1>@5?1�-:0�.1:1ŋ@@5:3�2>;9�@41�-:-8E?5?�;2�>1?<1/@10�-:0�1D<1>51:/10�'%�:-@5;:-8�?1/A>5@E�
-:0�9585@->E�1D<1>@?	�@41�� "��C588�-??1??�C4-@�?@1<?�C588�.1�>1=A5>10�@;�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�-:0�?C52@8E�
implement a new nuclear policy direction in the aftermath of the current administration’s ap-
proach. 

&41�<-<1>?�/;:@-5:10�5:�@45?�>1<;>@�C1>1�ŋ:-85F10�-@�@41�1:0�;2�VTU]	�?-B1�2;>�r&41�&>A9<��0-
ministration’s Response to the Iranian Nuclear Challenge,” which was updated following the 
events of early 2020. Any mistakes or errors in this report are solely the fault of the project di-
rector.
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The nuclear dangers facing the United States, its allies, and the world are increasing. Some of 
@41?1�0-:31>?�C1>1�5:41>5@10�.E�">1?501:@��;:-80�&>A9<�C41:�41�-??A910�;ő/1�5:��-:A->E�
VTU[	�-:0�45?�/4;?1:�<;85/51?�4-B1�:;@�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�-00>1??10�@419��!@41>�:A/81->�0-:31>?�4-B1�
emerged as a direct result of the president’s actions and those of his administration. Three years 
-2@1>�1:@1>5:3�;ő/1	�@41�-095:5?@>-@5;:�8-/7?�-�/;41>1:@�?1@�;2�3;-8?	�-�?@>-@13E�@;�-/451B1�@419	�
;>�@41�<1>?;::18�;>�1Ŋ1/@5B1�<;85/E�<>;/1??�@;�-00>1??�@41�9;?@�/;9<81D�?1@�;2�:A/81->�>5?7?�5:�
US history. Put simply, the current US administration is blundering toward nuclear chaos with 
potentially disastrous consequences. The prospects for deliberate or unplanned nuclear use 
and increasing crisis instability among nuclear-armed powers are as high as at any point in the 
nuclear age.

Whether old or new, all of the nuclear risks facing the United 
States have gotten worse over the last three years. 

Today’s global nuclear risks come in many shapes and sizes. Some challenges are decades old, 
including the challenges of managing the deterrent relationships with Russia and China and 
preventing nuclear terrorism. Other dangers are of this administration’s own making. These in-
/8A01�@41�-//181>-@5:3�->9?�>-/1�.1@C11:�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-:0�$A??5-�@41�>5?7�;2�05>1/@�/;:Ō5/@�
with North Korea in 2017-2018; the spiraling escalation with Iran since the US withdrawal from 
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) in May 2018; and growing interest among US 
allies and other states to reconsider their own nuclear capabilities.  

Whether old or new, all of the nuclear risks facing the United States have gotten worse over the 
last three years. Even in areas where the president has a reasonable goal, he and his team have 
<>;B1:�5:/-<-.81�;2�9-75:3�>1-8�<>;3>1??�0A1�@;�/;:Ō5/@5:3�-<<>;-/41?	�8-/7�;2�-�/;;>05:-@10�
<;85/E�<>;/1??	�;>�?59<8E�-�8-/7�;2�/;:/1>@10�-:0�05?/5<85:10�1Ŋ;>@�-:0�2;88;C
@4>;A34���89;?@�
-?�.-0	�@41�@;;8?�@4-@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�4-?�A?10�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�5:�@41�<-?@�@;�-00>1??�?A/4�5??A1?�|�
including well-coordinated diplomacy, alliance management, integrated policy implementation 
throughout the US government, cooperation from other countries, a dedicated and empowered 
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C;>72;>/1�;2�/5B58�?1>B-:@?	�2;>153:�?1>B5/1�;ő/1>?�-:0�:;:
<->@5?-:�1D<1>@?�5:?501�@41�'%�3;B-
ernment, and just plain consistency – have all been deliberately undermined or neglected, leav-
ing both the current and future presidents less able to address these dangers.

Without a fundamental change by the president or his suc-
cessor in both concept and implementation, the risks of nu-
clear proliferation, crisis and arms race instability, and even 
nuclear use will continue to grow.

�?�-�C4;81	�5@�5?�/81->�@4-@�/A>>1:@�'%�<;85/51?	�<1>?;::18	�-:0�<>;/1??1?�->1�5:/-<-.81�;2�1Ŋ1/-
tively addressing the full host of nuclear dangers facing our country. A deliberate and broad 
change in both policy and implementation is needed. While we are not optimistic that the 
needed changes could come under the current president, it is clear that, without a fundamental 
change by the president or his successor in both concept and implementation, the risks of nu-
clear proliferation, crisis and arms race instability, and even nuclear use will continue to grow.
 
While there is much to criticize regarding the president’s approaches and results, there are el-
191:@?�;2�@41�-095:5?@>-@5;:p?�<;85/E�@4-@	�52�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�<A>?A10�C5@4�/;:?5?@1:/E�-:0�<>;<1>8E�
<>5;>5@5F10�-:0�?@-Ŋ10	�/;A80�59<>;B1�'%�?1/A>5@E���;>�5:?@-:/1	�?;91�18191:@?�;2�@41�@>-05@5;:-
-8	�.5<->@5?-:�-<<>;-/4�;2�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�@;�:A/81->�?1/A>5@E�4-B1�.11:�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�/;:@5:A10�
by the Trump administration through its engagement and cooperation with other countries. 

In addition, the decision to engage North Korea’s leadership directly could have produced real 
progress on capping or rolling back North Korea’s nuclear and missile capabilities had it been 
clear-eyed, pragmatic, and not oversold after modest initial results. President Trump built on 
the tough and coordinated global sanctions regime that he inherited against North Korea, but 
@4-@�?E?@19�4-?�1>;010�5:�@41�2-/1�;2�45?�05>1/@�1:3-3191:@�C5@4;A@�-:E�9-@1>5-8�.1:1ŋ@?�C5@4�
>13->0?�@;�01:A/81->5F-@5;:��&41�2-58A>1�;2�@41�<>1?501:@p?�05<8;9-@5/�1Ŋ;>@?�4-?�812@� ;>@4��;-
rea’s nuclear and missile capability untouched and the global system of isolation and pressure 
on North Korea in disarray. 

Some cautiously welcomed President Trump’s willingness to directly engage North Korean 
81-01>��59��;:3�':	�;:8E�@;�.1�05?-<<;5:@10�C41:�@41�<>1?501:@p?�1Ŋ;>@?�2-5810��&41�<>1?501:@p?�
;B1>/;:ŋ01:/1�5:�45?�;C:�:13;@5-@5:3�<>;C1??	�/;9.5:10�C5@4�-�2A:0-91:@-8�95?A:01>?@-:0-
ing of both the history of negotiating with North Korea and what steps would be necessary to
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make progress on the issue of denuclearization, left the United States with fewer options and 
damaged its credibility. These put North Korea in an even stronger position to end its global 
isolation and continue the expansion of its nuclear and missile capabilities. 

Similarly, the president could have used his skepticism of the JCPOA with Iran to negotiate 
broader and more durable constraints on Iran’s nuclear program and other activities without 
<A@@5:3�@41�B-8A-.81�.1:1ŋ@?�;2�@41���"!��-@�>5?7���E�0185.1>-@18E�C;>75:3�@;�7588�@41���"!�	�
reestablishing economic sanctions, escalating military tensions, and failing to establish a clear 
and achievable set of objectives, President Trump has shredded US credibility and enabled Iran 
to reverse its self-imposed nuclear constraints. The result is that the United States is more at 
;00?�C5@4�5@?�71E�-8851?�;:�@41�5??A1�;2��>-:�-:0�4-?�21C1>�1Ŋ1/@5B1�@;;8?�@;�.>5:3�38;.-8�<;85@5/-8�
pressure to bear on what promises to be a pressing security and stability issue in the coming 
decades. The prospects for maintaining the hard-won constraints contained in the JCPOA, let 
alone building on the deal to secure additional restrictions on Iran’s nuclear and missile pro-
grams, are increasingly thin. The president’s actions have undermined the ability of the United 
States to use negotiated agreements in service of nuclear and security goals in the future. As we 
have seen with both Iran and North Korea, the president’s high-risk, high-reward strategies have 
massive downsides when they fail.

Reinforcing nuclear stability and deterrence with Russia – and, 
to a lesser extent, China – is another area where even reason-
ably stated goals have been undermined by the administration’s 
inconsistencies.

Reinforcing nuclear stability and deterrence with Russia – and, to a lesser extent, China – is 
another area where even reasonably stated goals have been undermined by the administration’s 
inconsistencies. The president’s nuclear goals, as laid out in the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review 
conducted under former Secretary of Defense James Mattis, make clear the desire to reinforce 
deterrence and strategic stability with Russia. In pursuit of this goal, the Department of Defense 
decided to pursue additional low-yield nuclear capabilities to counter Russia’s willingness to 
A?1�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�ŋ>?@	�-�9;B1�@4-@�9-E�4-B1�85@@81�5:ŌA1:/1�;:�$A??5-:�<8-:?�.A@�@4-@�/;A80�
further lower the nuclear threshold and increase the risk of rapid escalation through miscalcu-
lation. 

Using nuclear capabilities to reinforce nuclear deterrence is not new. However, President Trump’s 
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erratic behavior and dangerously loose threats to use nuclear weapons have rightly raised con-
cerns about nuclear instability and lowering the nuclear threshold. There is an increasingly 
strong and important debate to be had about whether the size and content of the current nu-
clear modernization plan are necessary or sustainable. There are historical examples in which 
the United States pursued enhanced nuclear capabilities to confront Russian threats and then 
sought to use that position to negotiate an agreement with Russia that enhanced security and 
?@-.585@E��%;91�;2�@41?1�1Ŋ;>@?�?A//11010�-:0�;@41>?�2-5810���;C1B1>	�@41�-095:5?@>-@5;:�4-?�-�
clear, if unacknowledged, antipathy for arms control, increasing the risk of a needless arms race 
-:0�A:01>95:5:3�.5<->@5?-:�?A<<;>@�2;>�1D5?@5:3�:A/81->�9;01>:5F-@5;:�1Ŋ;>@?��);>?1	�@41>1�5?�
an absence of any sustained engagement between US and Russian security, military, or political 
;ő/5-8?�A:01>� @45?�-095:5?@>-@5;:�� �:� @45?�/;:@1D@	� @41�01/5?5;:� @;�01B18;<�:1C	�9;>1�A?-.81�
C1-<;:?�5?�1B1:�9;>1�0-:31>;A?�-:0�9-71?�A:01>?@-:05:3�-:0�5:ŌA1:/5:3�$A??5-:�@45:75:3�
and reinforcing deterrence harder.

)41:�5@�/;91?�@;�B1>5ŋ-.81�->9?�/;:@>;8�-3>1191:@?�|�<>;B1:�-:0�1??1:@5-8�18191:@?�;2�:A/81->�
stability – the administration has a clear aversion to their continuation. To its credit, the ad-
ministration pursued engagement over Russian violations of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear 
Forces (INF) Treaty and gained unanimous support from NATO allies for its position that Russia 
was in violation of the 1987 pact. Yet despite these gains, the Trump administration chose to end 
05<8;9-@5/�1Ŋ;>@?�<>19-@A>18E�-:0�C5@40>-C�2>;9�@41�@>1-@E�|�C5@4;A@�-�/;9<1885:3�9585@->E�
;>�<;85@5/-8�>-@5;:-81�-:0�01?<5@1�@41�2-/@�@4-@�C5@40>-C-8�.1:1ŋ@?�$A??5-�9;>1�@4-:�@41�':5@10�
%@-@1?���:0110	�5@�-<<1->?�@4-@�'%�C5@40>-C-8�C-?�0>5B1:�-?�9A/4�.E�-�>1Ō1D5B1�4;?@585@E�@;�->9?�
/;:@>;8�-?�.E�-�01?5>1�@;�-/451B1�-:E�?<1/5ŋ/�<;85/E�;>�<;85@5/-8�3-5:?��&41�>1?A8@�5?�3>1-@1>�5:?@--
bility. It remains unclear whether the United States will be able to deploy intermediate-range 
systems in Europe and how doing so will improve the strategic situation. The same remains true 
of the possible introduction of intermediate-range systems by the United States into Asia.

The most important question now is about the future of the New Strategic Arms Reduction 
&>1-@E�I 1C�%&�$&J	�-:�-3>1191:@�@4-@�5?�B1>5ŋ-.8E�/-<<5:3�01<8;E10�'%�-:0�$A??5-:�?@>-@1-
35/	�;Ŋ1:?5B1�:A/81->�C->41-0?�-@�U	YYT�1-/4	�<>;B505:3�/>5@5/-8�@>-:?<->1:/E�-:0�<>105/@-.585@E�
to the nuclear bilateral relationship. President Trump has said he favors extending the existing 
New START agreement only if China joins the agreement or a separate arms control process. 
While including China in arms control processes is a laudable goal, no informed expert believes 
China will join an agreement that locks in their current 10-to-1 disadvantage in nuclear force lev-
els. Experts also doubt the administration has the time or capacity to negotiate a new trilateral
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The administration has also raised the likely deployment of new types of nuclear weapons by 
Russia as a reason not to extend New START. As President Putin made clear in a March 2018 
speech, these weapons are a direct response to the refusal of the United States to accept any 
limitations on missile defense. The Trump administration’s drive to expand missile defenses, in-
cluding the testing of existing interceptors against ICBM targets and the development of boost-
<4-?1�-:0�?<-/1
.-?10�5:@1>/1<@;>?	�4-?�?1>B10�@;�-//181>-@1�$A??5-:�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�ŋ180�?E?@19?�@4-@�
can defeat or are immune to missile defenses. These include a new heavy ICBM that can attack 
the United States via the South Pole, hypersonic glide vehicles and nuclear-powered cruise mis-
?581?�@4-@�ŌE�.18;C�-:0�->;A:0�>-0->�/;B1>-31	�-:0�-�8;:3
>-:31	�4534
?<110�:A/81->
<;C1>10�
torpedo. Without the extension of New START or the negotiation of a replacement treaty, these 
developments presage the beginning of a new and unconstrained arms race, denying the Unit-
ed States its best chance at limiting these new Russian weapons. In fact, the deployment of two 
weapons systems, the Avangard hypersonic glide vehicle and Sarmat heavy ICBM, are currently 
limited by New START. It is imperative, therefore, to extend New START to avoid giving Russia 
an advantage in strategic weapons.

After three years, it is not clear that the Trump administration has either the interest or com-
95@91:@�@;�?A?@-5:�;>�1D<-:0�@41�8;:3�@>-/7�>1/;>0�;2�B1>5ŋ10�->9?�/;:@>;8�-3>1191:@?�0-@5:3�
back to President Nixon. Two of the positions most important for negotiating new arms control 
agreements, the Under Secretary of State for International Security and Arms Control and the 
�??5?@-:@�%1/>1@->E�;2�%@-@1�2;>��>9?��;:@>;8�(1>5ŋ/-@5;:�-:0��;9<85-:/1	�->1�ŋ8810�.E�r-/@5:3s�
;ő/5-8?	�019;:?@>-@5:3�@41�8-/7�;2�-@@1:@5;:�-:0�<>5;>5@E�2;>�@41?1�/>5@5/-8�->1-?�

Worse still, the president and his team have undermined the goal of deterrence in other, more 
consequential ways. In particular, undermining the NATO alliance and fueling questions about 
whether the United States remains committed to the defense of its allies, even in the face of 
Russian provocation, weaken the very basis of deterrence. Taken within the broader context of 
both Russian policy under the Trump administration and the loose, often contradictory way 
the president talks about nuclear weapons use, arms racing, and disarmament, it is all but im-
possible to discern what the president thinks or is likely to do with respect to deterring Rus-
?5-:�-33>1??5;:��&41?1�A:/1>@-5:@51?�/>1-@1�-�41534@1:10�>5?7�;2�/;:Ō5/@�-:0�1?/-8-@5;:	�C45/4�
is further enhanced by the accelerating pace of military exercises and interactions between US, 
NATO and Russian forces in Europe. 
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Conclusions and Assessment

&41�-@@-/410�<-<1>?	�C>5@@1:�.E�'%�1D<1>@?�-:0�-:-8E?@?�;:�:A/81->�5??A1?	�8-E�;A@�@41�?<1/5ŋ/�
'%�<;85/51?�-:0�-/@5;:?�A:01>@-71:�?5:/1�">1?501:@�&>A9<�@;;7�;ő/1��)4581�?;91�59<;>@-:@�
events have taken place since they were last updated, particularly regarding Iran and Russia, the 
trends and analysis remain relevant. Taken as a whole, these analyses show an administration 
that is capable of setting lofty goals, achieving some steps in selected cases, but that falls far 
short of any major, lasting progress while undermining the traditional basis and tools of US se-
curity. In many cases, the picture these papers paint is one of inconsistency, faulty assumptions, 
and wishful thinking, resulting in an overall increase in nuclear dangers without any real hope 
for a reversal in these trends under the current administration.

These analyses show an administration that is capable of set-
ting lofty goals, achieving some steps in selected cases, but 
that falls far short of any major, lasting progress while under-
mining the traditional basis and tools of US security.

The participants in the American Nuclear Policy Initiative (ANPI) assess that the current ap-
proaches being pursued by the Trump administration leave the United States and its allies with 
an overall greater nuclear risk, one that requires a fundamental change in direction, priorities, 
and procedures to mitigate. We are gravely alarmed by what we see as an inconsistent and inef-
fective administration taking steps that, by design or neglect (both benign and malignant), have 
increased the prospect for nuclear use, the proliferation of nuclear weapons, and the emergence 
of additional nuclear-armed states while diminishing the ability of the United States to pursue 
constructive policies to reverse these trends. We are also alarmed that the administration con-
tinues to undervalue and, in many cases, ignore the expertise and capabilities within the US 
government. The president and his team have undermined the credibility of the United States 
and, with it, the ability to use negotiated agreements, global institutions, and alliances in the 
future. 

The exodus of expertise from the US government is of particular and acute concern. It takes 
years to develop experts and train them in the complex military, policy, technical, and diplo-
matic skills needed to identify and solve nuclear dangers. Although we are thankful for and 
recognize the dedicated and talented individuals who continue to serve, the dismissal of such 
expertise and the hostile way experts have been demonized and dismissed within the Trump
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administration have triggered a large-scale exodus of experienced and trained civil servants and 
2;>153:�?1>B5/1�;ő/1>?���@�C588�@-71�E1->?�@;�>1/;B1>�2>;9�@45?�0E:-95/�@;�1:?A>1�@4-@�@41�':5@10�
States is adequately prepared to carry out a global nuclear security agenda.  

The collective ANPI participants may not agree on every aspect of the analyses contained in this 
report or every word in this top-line assessment regarding the deep and dangerous shortcom-
ings of the administration’s policy failures. Yet we are united in our commitment to US security 
and in the belief that the United States can and must commit its considerable skill, resources, 
and credibility to address nuclear risks around the world. We believe a new direction and ap-
proach to these issues is urgently needed by this administration or the next. 

During 2020, the ANPI experts will review options for nuclear policy in a range of areas, in-
cluding those in this report, and prepare ideas, options, and materials that the administration 
@-75:3�;ő/1�5:��-:A->E�VTVU�/-:�A?1�@;�-0B-:/1�'%�?1/A>5@E�5:@1>1?@?�-:0�>10A/1�@41�:A/81->�
dangers we now face. As analysts with experience in government, diplomacy, policy advocacy, 
and academia, we believe fundamentally in the ability of the United States – working with other 
/;A:@>51?�-:0�A?5:3�<>;B1:�-:0�1Ŋ1/@5B1�@;;8?�|�@;�>10A/1�@41�>5?7�;2�:A/81->�A?1	�@41�>;81�<8-E10�
by nuclear weapons in national security, and the size of nuclear arsenals around the world.
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Jon Wolfsthal
Growing nuclear instability and the accelerating arms race between Russia and the United 
States, combined with the risk of nuclear escalation between the two nuclear superpowers, are 
the most pressing and consequential of the nuclear challenges facing the United States today. 
Russia’s nuclear arsenal remains the only man-made force on the planet capable of permanent-
ly eliminating the United States as a functioning society. The president – tasked with protecting 
US security – has a fundamental obligation to reduce the risk of nuclear war and to maintain 
and enhance nuclear stability and deterrence with Russia. Success in this mission is also critical 
to reducing the global risk of nuclear use, reinforcing the global nonproliferation and disarma-
ment agenda, and deterring Russian aggression against the United States or its allies, many of 
whom rely on the US extended deterrent (conventional and nuclear) for their security. When 
US-Russian nuclear relations are positive and stable, progress in other areas is more likely; when 
@41�>18-@5;:?45<�01@1>5;>-@1?	�@41�>1?@�;2�@41�38;.-8�-31:0-�/-:�?AŊ1>�

Under President Donald Trump, the United States has maintained the military capability of 
5@?�:A/81->�->?1:-8�-:0�-B;5010�9-6;>�/;:Ō5/@�C5@4�$A??5-���;C1B1>	�?53:5ŋ/-:@�5:?@-.585@E�-:0�
confusion have been injected into the US-Russian deterrent relationship, driven in part by Rus-
sia’s own actions, the development of new US nuclear capabilities, President Trump’s inconsis-
tent statements on nuclear issues and his personal behavior toward Russia, and the continued 
<;85/E�05?/;::1/@�.1@C11:�@41�<>1?501:@�-:0�45?�71E�?1/A>5@E�;ő/5-8?���:�-005@5;:	�@41�8-/7�;2�
a functioning national security decision-making process and the hostility of administration of-
ŋ/5-8?� @;C->0�<>;B1:�91-:?� 2;>�9-5:@-5:5:3�:A/81->�?@-.585@E	� 5:/8A05:3�-�?A?@-5:10�?@>-@135/�
dialogue and negotiated arms reduction agreements, have undermined the ability of the United 
States to improve the outlook on US-Russian nuclear issues. In short, bilateral nuclear dangers 
are increasing, and the United States does not appear to have a clear strategy of reducing them 
;>�@41�/-<-/5@E�@;�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�9-:-31�-�:A/81->�/>5?5?�?4;A80�;:1�1>A<@�

Based on these factors, it is clear that the record of the administration in managing the bilateral 
nuclear relationship with Russia is mixed at best. At worst, the administration has seriously 
A:01>95:10�'%�?1/A>5@E�-:0�@41�/;:ŋ01:/1�-8851?�4-B1�5:�@41�/;995@91:@�;2�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�
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to their security.  Moreover, the president’s inattention to these complex issues exacerbates the 
perceived lack of commitment by the United States to stand up to possible Russian aggression, 
including Russia’s possible use of nuclear weapons.

Deterrence

Nuclear deterrence is a complex equation that requires a country to understand how its com-
95@91:@�@;�-/@�5:ŌA1:/1?�@41�.14-B5;>�;2�<;@1:@5-8�-0B1>?->51?���1@1>>1:/1�4-?�@C;�9-5:�/;9-
ponents: capability and commitment. The deterrence posture of the United States with Russia 
includes a number of factors. It will never be (and has never been) possible to conclusively de-
termine which elements are the most important at any given time. However, the nuclear forces 
of the United States – its weapons, their means of delivery and supporting infrastructure, and 
the people that operate them – are an especially visible component of the US deterrent posture 
toward Russia. Under President Trump, these forces have been maintained roughly in the same 
composition and posture as his predecessor, and there is high credibility in the <4E?5/-8�>185-.585@E 
of US nuclear forces and the perceived -.585@E of the United States to use these forces if necessary 
to defend the interests of itself and its allies.

The United States continues to maintain a secure second-strike capability able to respond to 
any plausible scenario of Russian, Chinese, or other aggression against the United States and its 
allies. As far back as 2013, the Joint Chiefs determined that the United States was maintaining 
more nuclear weapons and capabilities than were needed to ensure that the United States could 
survive and retaliate against a Russian nuclear attack.1 This assessment appears to remain val-
id. Consistent with the position of previous administrations, the 2018 Nuclear Posture Review 
I "$J�?@-@1?�@4-@�r:A/81->�C1-<;:?�4-B1�-:0�C588�/;:@5:A1�@;�<8-E�-�/>5@5/-8�>;81�5:�01@1>>5:3�:A-
clear attack and in preventing large-scale conventional warfare between nuclear-armed states 
for the foreseeable future. U.S. nuclear weapons not only defend our allies against conventional 
and nuclear threats, they also help them avoid the need to develop their own nuclear arsenals. 
This, in turn, furthers global security.”2

The Trump administration has sought to increase the reliance of the United States on nuclear 
weapons and enhance the options available for use. As such, the administration has requested 
multi-billion dollar increases in funds to enhance US nuclear capabilities. One stated goal of 
@41?1�1:4-:/10�/-<-.585@51?�5?�@;�r@-58;>s�01@1>>1:/1�<;85/E�@;�/;:B5:/1�$A??5-�-:0�;@41>�:A/81->�
adversaries that any use of nuclear weapons would be met with an unacceptable response, theo-
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>1@5/-88E�01@1>>5:3�:A/81->�A?1��&41� "$�?<1/5ŋ/-88E�/-88?�2;>�-�r05B1>?1�?1@�;2�:A/81->�/-<-.58-
5@51?�@4-@�<>;B501?�-:��91>5/-:�<>1?501:@�Ō1D5.585@E�@;�@-58;>�@41�-<<>;-/4�@;�01@1>>5:3�;:1�;>�
9;>1�<;@1:@5-8�-0B1>?->51?�5:�05Ŋ1>1:@�/5>/A9?@-:/1?�s3 For many defense and nuclear analysts, 
this posture signals increased commitment by the United States to its nuclear deterrent and a 
desire to enhance its deterrent relationship with Russia and other states (most notably China).

&C;� ?<1/5ŋ/� /-<-.585@51?� 1:0;>?10� .E� @41�  "$� -:0� ?A.?1=A1:@� .A031@� >1=A1?@?� 5:/8A01� -�
:1C�8;C
E5180�C->41-0�2;>�@41�?A.9->5:1
8-A:/410��
Y�95??581�-:0�>1?1->/4�5:@;�-�:1C�?1-

launched, nuclear-armed cruise missile to replace the TLAM-N system retired in 2009. The De-
partment of Defense announced in early 2020 that it had begun deployment of the low-yield 
W76-2 warhead on US strategic submarines.4 Both of these systems have proven controversial 
0A1�@;�@41�>5?7�@4-@�@41E�C588�8;C1>�@41�@4>1?4;80�2;>�:A/81->�A?1	�>1B1>?5:3�<>1B5;A?�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�>1-
duce the role played by nuclear weapons in the security strategy of the United States. The exact 
impact of the new low-yield submarine warhead is unknown, but there is considerable concern 
that its deployment will lower the threshold for nuclear use, the exact opposite of its intended 
1Ŋ1/@��)4581�@41�01<8;E91:@�;2�@41�)[Z
V�C->41-0�5?�1D<1/@10�@;�/;:@5:A1�@4>;A34;A@�@41�>1-
9-5:01>�;2�">1?501:@�&>A9<p?�@1>9�5:�;ő/1	�@41�<>;?<1/@?�2;>�-�:1C�:A/81->�/>A5?1�95??581�-:0�
for longer term sustained deployment of the W76-2 remain uncertain.

New Factors

For decades, the United States has sought to manage its nuclear and military forces in a way that 
9-5:@-5:?�-�?@-@1�;2�r?@>-@135/�?@-.585@E�s�&45?�@1>9�91-:?�05Ŋ1>1:@�@45:3?�@;�05Ŋ1>1:@�<1;<81	�.A@�
in practice the United States sought to create an environment that reduces the risk of nuclear 
war by avoiding a situation in which either Russia or the United States would see any advan-
@-31�5:�A?5:3�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�ŋ>?@��&45?�/;:/1<@�.13-:�@;�A:>-B18�5:�@41�1->8E�VTTT?�C41:�@41�
United States withdrew from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with Russia, enabling the United 
%@-@1?�@;�01B18;<�:-@5;:-8�95??581�0121:?1?	�-�9;B1�@4-@�A:01>95:10�$A??5-p?�/;:ŋ01:/1�@4-@�5@�
could maintain a survivable nuclear deterrent. Despite the nascent US missile defense capabil-
ities deployed to date, continuing arms control and transparency processes over the past nearly 
two decades prevented the complete erosion of strategic stability. 

Whatever remains of nuclear stability between Russia and the United States is now threatened. 
Russia and the United States are both seeking more diverse means to use nuclear weapons to 
1:4-:/1�@415>�;C:�?1/A>5@E	�9;B1?�@4-@�A:01>95:1�@41�?1/A>5@E�<1>/1<@5;:�;2�@41�;@41>��%<1/5ŋ/
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to its nuclear program, Russia has announced the development of a suite of new nuclear sys-
tems, including nuclear-powered, long-distance cruise missiles, underwater long-distance nu-
clear torpedoes, and a new heavy intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) that can carry 10 
warheads.5 From the perspective of the United States, these weapons threaten to disrupt the 
strategic balance; from the perspective of Russia, they appear designed to restore it. For its part, 
the United States has maintained the ability to rapidly increase its stockpile by putting more 
warheads on existing delivery systems (uploading). In addition, the United States is developing 
a new generation of missiles and submarines, a new stealthy bomber and cruise missile, addi-
tional low-yield nuclear capabilities, and advanced plans for regional and national missile de-
fenses.6��;@4�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-:0�$A??5-�I-?�C188�-?��45:-J�->1�<A>?A5:3�2-?@
ŌE5:3�-:0�<;@1:-
tially destabilizing hypersonic glide missiles that can accurately target leadership and strategic 
2-/585@51?�-:0�9-:1AB1>�@;�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�1B-01�95??581�0121:?1?�

The United States sees its development of these systems as stabilizing, while Russia worries that 
these steps combined with missile defenses and advanced conventional capabilities could give 
America a strategic military advantage over Russia even in the face of Russian nuclear capabili-
@51?��&41?1�05Ŋ1>5:3�B51C?�->1	�5:�8->31�<->@	�C4-@�2A18�@41�:1C�->9?�>-/1�.1@C11:�@41�@C;�?@-@1?��
No one country holds sole responsibility for the emerging and accelerating arms race. Both the 
United States and Russia are contributing to an ongoing action-reaction cycle, with both sides 
claiming they are merely seeking to restore stability or address unrelated dangers.

By themselves, these developments would be worrisome. They are even more alarming in an 
environment in which the United States and Russia increasingly see the other as military and 
political competitors and in which there is little if any sustained strategic contact among senior 
<;85@5/-8�;>�9585@->E�;ő/5-8?��&41�>5?7�;2�95?A:01>?@-:05:3	�/>5?5?	�;>�/;:Ō5/@�1?/-8-@5:3�@;�@41�
use of nuclear weapons remains unacceptably and unnecessarily high. Even if nuclear deploy-
ments and procurement were potentially stabilizing, the risk of an unanticipated or accidental 
9585@->E�1:/;A:@1>�2A185:3�-�/>5?5?�;>�/;:Ō5/@�>19-5:?�-88�@;;�>1-8�

Undermining Proven Tools

&41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�4-?�<A>?A10�/;:Ō5/@5:3�-<<>;-/41?�@;�1:4-:/5:3�?@>-@135/�?@-.585@E�
with Russia and sustaining a transparency and control regime through negotiated arms-con-
trol agreements. The United States and Russia convened one set of strategic stability talks in 
VTU[�-:0�-�?1/;:0�>;A:0	�:;C�/;5:10�r?@>-@135/�?1/A>5@E�@-87?	s�5:��A8E�VTU]��%5958->�.A@�?9-881>�
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talks have been held twice since then. The Trump administration has not prioritized or main-
tained these high-level discussions, failing to gain an agreement with Russia on mutual steps to 
enhance stability or a more detailed and reliable understanding of Russia’s approach to nuclear 
01@1>>1:/1	�?@-.585@E	�-:0�0;/@>5:1��&45?�5?�-�38->5:3�Ō-C�5:�@41�/A>>1:@�'%�-<<>;-/4�@;�9-:-35:3�
the bilateral nuclear relationship. Without sustained dialogue, progress is all but impossible, 
allowing the deteriorating security environment to take on its own dynamics.

$A??5-�4-?�;Ŋ1>10�;:�9A8@5<81�;//-?5;:?�@;�1D@1:0�@41� 1C�%@>-@135/��>9?�$10A/@5;:�&>1-@E�
I 1C�%&�$&J�@4-@�8595@?�.;@4�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-:0�$A??5-�@;�:;�9;>1�@4-:�U	YYT�01<8;E10�?@>--
tegic nuclear warheads and requires extensive inspection and information-sharing between the 
two parties. Then-National Security Advisor and long-time opponent of negotiated arms con-
trol agreements John Bolton said in June 2019 that extension of the treaty was unlikely. President 
Trump has a demonstrated aversion to agreements negotiated by anyone but him, particularly 
@4;?1�/>1-@10�0A>5:3�@41�!.-9-�-095:5?@>-@5;:���A>5:3�45?�ŋ>?@�<4;:1�/-88�C5@4�$A??5-:�">1?5-
01:@�(8-0595>�"A@5:�A<;:�1:@1>5:3�;ő/1	�">1?501:@�&>A9<�/>5@5/5F10� 1C�%&�$&�7

More recently, the president stated that he wants to include China in strategic arms control 
processes with Russia, either by conditioning the extension of New START on the inclusion of 
China or by negotiating a larger, more comprehensive deal that would include both China and 
Russia.8�&41�<>1?501:@p?�<;?5@5;:�>1Ō1/@?�-�3>;C5:3�:->>-@5B1�<>;9;@10�.E�->9?�/;:@>;8�/>5@5/?�
that any future agreement between the United States and Russia, including a decision to extend 
New START, would have to include additional types of Russian nuclear weapons as well as ad-
ditional parties, namely China.  

There are several reasons why including China in US-Russian arms control is a political and 
legal non-starter. First, China’s nuclear forces are less than 10% the size of either the United 
States or Russia.9 It is not clear why China would need to be included at this stage of the arms 
control process to enhance either transparency or stability. Secondly, China has maintained for 
decades a position that it will only pursue arms control with the two other nuclear states when 
@415>�2;>/1?�/;91�0;C:�@;�@41�>-:31�;2��45:-p?�2;>/1?���45:-�>1/1:@8E�>1-ő>910�@45?�<;?5@5;:�
in response to President Trump’s statements.10 Third, it is likely that Russia will push to include 
French and UK nuclear forces in any new deal that also seeks to include Chinese nuclear forces, 
as happened during the Cold War. The nuclear forces of France and the United Kingdom are 
comparable in size to the nuclear forces of China.
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There are serious questions about the capability of the Trump administration to negotiate any 
new arms control agreement with Russia, China, or anyone else due to its failure to appoint 
or hire experienced arms-control negotiators. In fact, the only person brought in by President 
Trump with any arms control negotiation experience at all was Bolton, who negotiated the 2002 
&>1-@E�;2��;?/;C�|�-�@C;
<-31�-3>1191:@�@4-@�2-5810�@;�5:/8A01�-:E�B1>5ŋ/-@5;:�;>�813-88E�.5:0-
ing constraints on Russia’s nuclear forces.11�&41�;ő/1�@4-@�C;A80�:;>9-88E�81-0�?A/4�@-87?	�@41�
.A>1-A�;2��>9?��;:@>;8�(1>5ŋ/-@5;:�-:0��;9<85-:/1�I�(�J	�C-?�810�.E�-�<1>?;:�C4;�4-0�:;�
arms-control experience and who was terminated without explanation by the Department of 
State.12�)4581�@41>1�>19-5:�8;C1>
81B18�<>;21??5;:-8�?@-Ŋ�C5@4�:13;@5-@5;:�-:0�->9?�/;:@>;8�1D-
pertise, many arms control experts and practitioners doubt the ability of the current personnel 
to quickly or professionally negotiate any new agreements with Russia or China in the time that 
>19-5:?�.12;>1� 1C�%&�$&�1D<5>1?�;:��1.>A->E�Y	�VTVU�

While there is a good argument for expanding strategic stability discussions to include either 
a bilateral or multilateral discussion with China, the Trump administration has not prioritized 
.58-@1>-8�@-87?�C5@4�$A??5-�;>�9-01�-:E�1Ŋ;>@�@;�1D<-:0�@4;?1�@-87?�@;�;@41>�:A/81->�?@-@1?�@;�
date.13 Rather than arms control, the president has prioritized trade in talks with China, impos-
ing sanctions and adopting a more confrontational approach to resolving long-standing trade 
issues. It is hard to see how China would view the US approach on trade as compatible with a 
more cooperative and engaged discussion on matters of nuclear deterrence or stability.

��ŋ:-8�@>;A.85:3�01B18;<91:@�5:�@41�->9?�/;:@>;8�8-:0?/-<1�5?�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:p?�01-
cision to withdraw from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty. This decision, 
apparently made without prolonged internal consideration by members of the administration, 
comes in response to years of Russian violations. Russia has allegedly deployed several battal-
ions of land-based cruise missiles with ranges formerly banned by the INF Treaty. However, the 
demise of the agreement leaves Russia free to continue deployment of its intermediate-range 
land-based cruise missiles (9M729) and possibly other types of intermediate-range missiles with 
less concern about secrecy or testing. The United States has begun pursuing conventional, in-
termediate-range systems of its own, although it remains unclear when and where such missiles 
might be deployed. Nevertheless, the end result is that Russian, European, and US military of-
ŋ/5-8?�-:0�<;85@5/-8�81-01>?�4-B1�-�:1C�?1@�;2�9585@->E�@4>1-@?�@;�C;>>E�-.;A@��?E?@19?�@4-@�/-:�
dramatically reduce the time leaders have to act in a crisis. 

In the end, the administration deserves credit for releasing enough information to make a more
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public case about Russia’s violations of the INF Treaty and gain NATO support for the decision 
to withdraw. However, the administration and the president have since failed to lay out a strat-
egy for how it will protect European security in the wake of the INF Treaty’s demise, how it will 
counter Russia’s continued deployment of intermediate-range systems in Europe, or how new 
military options freed from the constraints of the INF Treaty will enhance US security. One 
reported motive for the US decision to leave the INF Treaty is the desire to confront China’s 
considerable arsenal of intermediate-range missiles in East Asia. However, the INF Treaty never 
covered or included Chinese forces. Further, China is thought to have over 1000 such missiles,  
complicating US defense planning in the region.

If New START is allowed to expire and the collapse of the INF Treaty leads to both US and 
Russian deployment of intermediate-range, nuclear-capable missiles in Europe and elsewhere, 
@41�.-?5/�2-.>5/�;2�:A/81->�?@-.585@E�-:0�<>105/@-.585@E�C588�.1�A:01>95:10��&41�/;:ŋ01:/1�;2�
-8851?�5:�@41�-.585@E�;2�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�@;�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�9-:-31�:A/81->�>5?7?�@4-@�05>1/@8E�-Ŋ1/@�
their security will erode further. There are no simple or quick solutions to these challenges, but 
the apparent unwillingness or inability of President Trump to articulate a strategy for managing 
@41?1�>5?7?�A:01>95:1?�'%�-:0�-88510�?1/A>5@E�-:0�5:/>1-?1?�@41�>5?7�;2�:A/81->�A?1�-:0�/;:Ō5/@�

Ally Assurance

The other major component of the US deterrent is the perceived commitment of the president to 
protect and defend US interests and to take action – diplomatic, economic, or military – should 
the United States or its allies be threatened. 

President Trump has been inconsistent in his support for NATO and other allies in the face of 
military threats from Russia (and China), and he has routinely hinted that the US commitment 
to the security of other states is far from guaranteed.14 Before the 2016 NATO summit, President 
Trump sent letters encouraging allies to meet their 2% spending commitment to the military al-
liance, suggesting that failure to do so would make the alliance unsustainable.15 Numerous oth-
er statements suggest that the president himself is not fully committed to the defense of allies in 
general, raising questions in the minds of both allies and adversaries of how the United States 
might respond to aggression. Such concerns have even prompted Chancellor Angela Merkel of 
�1>9-:E�@;�?-E�@4-@�r5@�5?�:;�8;:31>�@41�/-?1�@4-@��91>5/-�C588�?59<8E�0121:0�A?�s16

Concerns over the willingness of the president to act in the face of direct threats to the United
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States and its allies are not based solely on his statements and behavior. There is a clear discon-
:1/@�.1@C11:�@41�/;995@91:@�;2�71E�'%�;ő/5-8?�@;�@41�0121:?1�;2�'%�5:@1>1?@?�-:0�-8851?�-:0�
the seemingly uncoordinated and unsupported tweets and statements of the president. This ap-
pears not only due to the president’s own approach to management but also due to a less formal 
and disciplined policy process under this president and his national security advisors. It appears 
that major decisions related to the US-Russian nuclear relationship, including the issuance of 
the 2018 NPR and the US decision to withdraw from the INF Treaty, are made without the deep, 
sustained, and full attention of the president and his cabinet. As such, it remains impossible for 
allies, adversaries, and even the US public to know who speaks for the president or which of sev-
eral inconsistent statements represent the president’s policies. This problem is not unique to the 
president’s nuclear policy or even foreign policy, but these challenges are particularly troubling 
C41:�:A/81->�01@1>>1:/1�9534@�.1�-0B1>?18E�-Ŋ1/@10���

The president’s lack of precision and discipline can have even more dangerous consequences. 
!:1�1D-9<81� 5?� @41� VTU[� ?@-@191:@�.E�">1?501:@�&>A9<� @4-@� -�:-B-8� r->9-0-s�C-?� ?@1-95:3�
toward the Korean peninsula; in fact, the USS Carl Vinson Aircraft Carrier group was actually 
steaming away from the peninsula at the time.17 Such statements, made during times of height-
ened tension or even in the midst of a military incident, could exacerbate a crisis and even lead 
@;�:A/81->�1?/-8-@5;:��"->@�;2�-�8;:3�@>-05@5;:�;2�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�5:�9-:-35:3�:A/81->�-Ŋ-5>?�
is caution with statements that can be seen as threatening or escalatory. President Trump’s de-
parture from this approach has unsettled the global nuclear balance and poses serious risks, 
particularly in the US-Russian context.

President Trump on Russia

It is impossible to consider the US-Russian strategic relationship without addressing President 
Trump’s behavior toward both President Putin and Russia in general. President Trump’s refusal 
to take strong action in the face of Russian interference in US elections and his general demean-
or and deference to President Putin call into question his personal commitment to act against 
Russia if necessary. President Trump’s failure to confront Russian aggression and misinforma-
tion at a summit meeting in Helsinki is a stark example of how the president’s actions under-
mine US security and alliance cohesion.

To be sure, the US government under President Trump has taken some actions to confront Rus-
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sian behavior. Additional sanctions have been imposed on some key Russian actors, defensive 
weapons have been provided to Ukraine, and President Trump did take limited military ac-
tion in Syria against the forces of President Bashar al-Assad. However, such actions have been 
criticized as halfhearted and lacking any real impact on Russian behavior in the major areas in 
which Russia is taking action contrary to US interests. These examples are often cited by sup-
porters of the president to defend his record on Russia, but they arguably fall far short of what 
is needed to enhance deterrence in the face of aggressive Russian behavior. 

Assessment

&-71:�-?�-�C4;81	�@41�'%
$A??5-:�01@1>>1:@�>18-@5;:?45<�4-?�?AŊ1>10�A:01>�">1?501:@�&>A9<��
While the military and nuclear capabilities of the United States remain formidable and capa-
ble of deterring from a military perspective, the political commitment of the United States to 
<>;@1/@�5@?�-8851?�-:0�>1?<;:0�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�@;�.;@4�8;C
81B18�-:0�9;>1�?53:5ŋ/-:@�$A??5-:�-/@?�;2�
aggression and malfeasance remains in doubt. President Trump’s own inability to acknowledge 
$A??5-:�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�5:@1>21>1�C5@4�'%�019;/>-/E	�45?�;:3;5:3�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�01?@-.585F1�-:0�A:01>95:1�
NATO unity, his proposed expansion of US nuclear capabilities, and his ideologically-driven 
disregard of proven means of managing the US-Russian strategic balance all create unnecessary 
and dangerous risks.

The backbone of the US deterrent and extended deterrence network remains intact, a credit to 
the abilities and professionalism of the US military and civil service in times of extraordinary 
challenges. At the same time, the strategic capabilities of the United States cannot be managed 
1Ŋ1/@5B18E�;:�-A@;<58;@�;>�C5@4;A@�-�C188
;>3-:5F10	�@4;A34@2A8	�-:0�/;;>05:-@10�01/5?5;:
9-7-
ing process led by the White House. The strains on nuclear deterrence will continue to grow 
A:81??�@41�<>1?501:@�-:0�45?�:-@5;:-8�?1/A>5@E�;ő/5-8?�@-71�-�9;>1�/;:/1>@10�-<<>;-/4�@;�9-:-
aging the arsenal and reducing nuclear-weapons risks.
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Kingston Reif
�:��1/19.1>�VTUZ	�">1?501:@
�81/@��;:-80�&>A9<�@C11@10�@4-@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�r9A?@�3>1-@8E�
?@>1:3@41:�-:0�1D<-:0�5@?�:A/81->�/-<-.585@Es�-:0�8-@1>�@;80��% ���@4-@�41�C;A80�r;A@9-@/4s�
-:0�r;A@8-?@s�;@41>�<;@1:@5-8�/;9<1@5@;>?�5:�-�:A/81->�->9?�>-/1�1  The Trump administration’s 
Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), released in February 2018, comports with this objective by call-
5:3�2;>�-�?53:5ŋ/-:@�1D<-:?5;:�;2�@41�>;81�-:0�/-<-.585@E�;2�@41�'%�:A/81->�->?1:-8�2  In addition 
to continuing full speed ahead with the previous administration’s excessive plans to replace the 
nuclear triad and its associated warheads on a largely like-for-like basis, the Trump administra-
tion is proposing to develop two new sea-based, low-yield nuclear options, broaden the circum-
?@-:/1?�A:01>�C45/4�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�C;A80�/;:?501>�@41�ŋ>?@�A?1�;2�:A/81->�C1-<;:?	�-:0�8-E�
the groundwork to grow the size of the arsenal. 

At the same time, key US-Russian nuclear arms control agreements are now in serious doubt. 
The Trump administration withdrew the United States from the landmark 1987 Intermedi-
ate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty in August 2019 and has shown little interest in extend-
ing the 2010 New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START).3  Set to expire in 2021, New 
%&�$&�/-:�.1�1D@1:010�.E�A<�@;�ŋB1�E1->?�C5@4�@41�-3>1191:@�;2�@41�<>1?501:@?�;2�@41�':5@10�
%@-@1?�-:0�$A??5-�C5@4;A@�>1=A5>5:3�%1:-@1�-<<>;B-8���:?@1-0�;2�@-75:3�$A??5-�A<�;:�5@?�;Ŋ1>�@;�
discuss prolonging the treaty, the White House announced in early 2019 that it is seeking a more 
comprehensive arms control deal that includes Russia and China and limits nuclear weapons 
:;@�/;B1>10�.E� 1C�%&�$&	�?A/4�-?�$A??5-p?� 8->31�->?1:-8�;2�?4;>@1>
>-:31�r@-/@5/-8s�:A/81->�
weapons. But it remains to be seen whether this is a serious gambit or a poison pill designed to 
justify walking away from New START after having already walked away from the INF Treaty.

In short, the Trump administration is preparing to compete in a new nuclear arms race while si-
multaneously increasing the likelihood of such a contest. The projected cost of this approach is 
?@-331>5:3�-:0�3>;C5:3���//;>05:3�@;�@41��;:3>1??5;:-8��A031@�!ő/1�I��!J	�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�
/A>>1:@8E�<8-:?�@;�?<1:0�:1->8E�^YTT�.5885;:�@;�9-5:@-5:�-:0�>1<8-/1�5@?�:A/81->�->?1:-8�;B1>�
@41�:1D@�01/-01�-2@1>�-//;A:@5:3�2;>�@41�1Ŋ1/@?�;2�5:Ō-@5;:�4  This is an increase of nearly $100 
billion, about 23 percent, above the already enormous cost projected at the end of the Obama
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-095:5?@>-@5;:��!B1>�@41�:1D@�WT�E1->?	�@41�<>5/1�@-3�5?�85718E�@;�@;<�^U�Y�@>5885;:�-:0�/;A80�1B1:�
approach $2 trillion.5 

Taken together, the changes being pursued by the administration are unnecessary, setting the 
stage for an even greater and more unsustainable rate of spending on US nuclear weapons, 
@4>1-@1:5:3�@;�-//181>-@1�38;.-8�:A/81->�/;9<1@5@5;:	�-:0�5:/>1-?5:3�@41�>5?7�;2�:A/81->�/;:Ō5/@�
in the years ahead.

The administration’s overreach presents both opportunities and challenges. The power of the 
purse in the House provides the new Democratic majority with greater leverage to push back 
against the Trump administration’s controversial nuclear weapons policy and spending goals. 
Yet key voices in the Senate Democratic caucus and the wider Democratic foreign policy es-
tablishment, citing in particular concerns about more aggressive Russian nuclear behavior, do 
not support more transformational change to US nuclear policy and spending, in some cases 
expressing support for the approach outlined in the NPR. There is some appetite for change 
among the public: recent public opinion polling demonstrates that an overwhelming majority 
of US citizens are concerned about the sole authority of the president to order the use of nuclear 
weapons, which in turn informs how they perceive other nuclear policy issues.6  However, when 
">1?501:@�&>A9<�81-B1?�;ő/1	�@41�;<<;>@A:5@E�@;�.>;-01:�5:@1>1?@�5:�-06A?@5:3�'%�:A/81->�?@>-@-
egy could dissipate.  

The Trump Nuclear Expansion

The NPR contains elements of continuity with long-standing US nuclear policy that would have 
likely featured in a review conducted by any US administration and deserve support. These pol-
icies include an emphasis on the importance of enhancing deterrence and reducing the risk of 
nuclear weapons use, maintaining the moratorium on nuclear weapons testing, continuing to 
pursue the political and security conditions to enable further nuclear reductions, overcoming 
the technical challenges of verifying nuclear reductions, strengthening alliances, and upgrading 
US nuclear command, control, communications, and early-warning capabilities. In particular, 
upgrading command and control capabilities and reducing their vulnerability to attack should 
be a top priority and will likely require additional funding beyond what the Pentagon has iden-
@5ŋ10�@;�0-@1�

�;C1B1>	�@41>1�->1�?1B1>-8�?53:5ŋ/-:@�<>;<;?10�/4-:31?�@;�'%�<;85/E�5:�@41�>1B51C�-:0�5@?
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?A.?1=A1:@�59<8191:@-@5;:�@4-@�>1B1>?1�01/-01?�;2�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�>10A/1�@41�>;81�-:0�:A9.1>�;2�
nuclear weapons in US policy. To justify these changes, the Trump administration argues that 
the world is a far more dangerous place than it was at the time the Obama administration con-
ducted its NPR in 2010. Citing Russia, China, North Korea, and Iran, the 2018 NPR states that 
r38;.-8�@4>1-@�/;:05@5;:?�4-B1�C;>?1:10�9->7108E�?5:/1�@41�9;?@�>1/1:@�VTUT� "$	�5:/8A05:3�
increasingly explicit nuclear threats from potential adversaries. The United States now faces a 
more diverse and advanced nuclear-threat environment than ever before.”7

It is true that the international security environment is less favorable than it was a decade ago. 
Some of the other nuclear-armed states have not been responsible actors. Technology is ad-
vancing in new and unpredictable ways. The existing US nuclear arsenal – much of which was 
originally built during the Cold War-era and has only been refurbished since – is aging.

But the NPR does not provide any conclusive or compelling evidence that these challenges will 
be addressed or overcome by the review’s strategy. The United States maintains a larger and 
more diverse nuclear arsenal than is required to deter and respond to a nuclear attack against it-
self or its allies.8��1?<5@1�/8-59?�@4-@�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�r0;:p@�-/@A-88E�/;?@�@4-@�9A/4	s�@41�?59<81�
2-/@�5?�@4-@	�A:81??�@41�-095:5?@>-@5;:�-:0�5@?�?A//1??;>?�ŋ:0�-�<;@�;2�3;80�-@�@41�1:0�;2�@41�>-5:-
.;C	�<8-::10�?<1:05:3�@;�9-5:@-5:�-:0�>1<8-/1�@41�->?1:-8�C588�<;?1�-�?53:5ŋ/-:@�-Ŋ;>0-.585@E�
problem and threaten other national security priorities.9 Moreover, the plans appear likely to 
increase the risks of miscalculation and unintended escalation.

The Risks of New Low-Yield Weapons

�:�-:�-@@19<@�@;�/;>>1/@�$A??5-p?�<A><;>@10�r95?@-71:�59<>1??5;:s�@4-@�5@?�:;:
?@>-@135/�2;>/1?�
/;A80�r<>;B501�-�/;1>/5B1�-0B-:@-31�5:�/>5?1?�;>�-@�8;C1>�81B18?�;2�/;:Ō5/@	s�@41� "$�<>;<;?1?�
to supplement the US arsenal with the near-term deployment of low-yield nuclear warheads 
on submarine launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) and the longer-term development of a new 
nuclear-armed sea-launched cruise missile (SLCM).10

&41�ŋ?/-8�E1->�VTU]�.A031@�>1=A1?@�;2� @41� -@5;:-8� A/81->�%1/A>5@E��095:5?@>-@5;:� I  %�J�
5:/8A010�^ZY�95885;:�2;>�9;052E5:3�-�?9-88�:A9.1>�;2� UTT
758;@;:�)[Z
U�%����C->41-0?�@;�
reduce their explosive yield. The Department of Defense requested $22.6 million for developing 
the low-yield variant, dubbed the W76-2. Production of the W76-2 was slated to be completed by 
@41�1:0�;2�ŋ?/-8�E1->�VTU]�11 The Republican-controlled Congress in 2018 approved the request
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for the capability, but there was strong opposition from Democratic lawmakers.12 In 2019, the 
Democrat-controlled House unsuccessfully sought to block deployment of the weapon. The 
�1<->@91:@�;2��121:?1�-::;A:/10�5:��1.>A->E�VTVT�@4-@�5@�4-0�.13A:�ŋ1805:3�@41�/-<-.585@E�

�:�-005@5;:	�@41�"1:@-3;:�>1/15B10�^U�95885;:�5:�ŋ?/-8�E1->�VTU]�@;�.135:�-:�-:-8E?5?�;2�@41�<1>-
2;>9-:/1�>1=A5>191:@?�-:0�/;?@?�@;�<A>?A1�-�:1C�%�����&41�ŋ?/-8�E1->�VTVT�>1=A1?@�5:/8A010�
^Y�95885;:�@;�.135:�-:�-:-8E?5?�;2�-8@1>:-@5B1?��&41�@;@-8�/;?@�@;�01B18;<�@41�/-<-.585@E�5?�A:/1>-
tain given that the administration has yet to decide on which weapon system to pursue. The 
CBO projects a new SLCM and its associated warhead will cost $9 billion in then-year dollars 
from 2019 to 2028.13  

There are several problems with the NPR’s rationale for the development of additional low-
E5180�:A/81->�;<@5;:?��&41�/8-59�@4-@�$A??5-�4-?�8;C1>10�@41�@4>1?4;80�2;>�@41�ŋ>?@�A?1�;2�:A-
clear weapons is hotly disputed.14 However, even if Moscow has done so, this is likely a result of 
Moscow’s perceived conventional inferiority. Inexplicably, the NPR fails to cite an intelligence 
assessment demonstrating that Russia might believe the United States would be self-deterred 
from using the weapons in its current arsenal, including higher-yield nuclear or conventional 
weapons, in response to a limited Russian nuclear attack. 

Regardless, adding a third and fourth low-yield warhead option to the US arsenal is a solution 
in search of a problem. The United States already possesses hundreds of low-yield warheads, 
including nuclear gravity bombs stationed in Europe in support of NATO, as part of the air leg of 
@41�@>5-0��&41>1�->1�<8-:?�@;�5:B1?@�;B1>�^UYT�.5885;:�5:�@41:
E1->�0;88->?�5:�@41�/;95:3�01/-01?�
to ensure these warheads can penetrate the most advanced air defenses.

�:�-005@5;:	� @41�.18512� @4-@�-�:A/81->�/;:Ō5/@�/;A80�.1�/;:@>;8810� 5?�0-:31>;A?� @45:75:3��&41�
fog of war is thick; the fog of nuclear war would be even thicker. Such thinking could also have 
@41�<1>B1>?1�1Ŋ1/@�;2�/;:B5:/5:3�$A??5-�@4-@�5@�/;A80�31@�-C-E�C5@4�8595@10�:A/81->�A?1�C5@4;A@�
putting its survival at risk. The W76-2 in particular could increase the risk of unintended nuclear 
escalation. Given that US strategic submarines currently carry SLBMs armed with higher-yield 
warheads, how would Russia know that an incoming missile armed with a low-yield warhead 
C-?�:;@�-/@A-88E�->910�C5@4�4534
E5180�C->41-0?���;C�C;A80�5@�7:;C�@4-@�?A/4�8595@10�A?1�
would not be the leading edge of a massive attack, especially if the targets would not be bat-
@81ŋ180�@->31@?�.A@�@->31@?�;2�4534�B-8A1�@;�@41�$A??5-:�81-01>?45<	�-?�?;91�4-B1�/8-5910��&41�
answer is that Russia would not know.
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A low-yield SLBM is not necessary to promptly strike time-perishable targets. If military action 
has already started in the European theater and Russia uses a low-yield nuclear weapon to seek 
@;�1:0�-�/;:Ō5/@�5@�.1851B1?� �&!�C;A80�C5:�/;:B1:@5;:-88E	�5@�5?�85718E�@4-@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�
C;A80�4-B1�4-0�?Aő/51:@�@591�@;�2;>C->0�01<8;E�2;>/1?	� 5:/8A05:3�/;:B1:@5;:-8�-:0�:A/81->�
ŋ34@1>?�-:0�.;9.1>?	�@;�<>;B501�-�<>;9<@�>1?<;:?1��$13->081??	�5@p?�2->�2>;9�/81->�C4E�@41�':5@-
ed States would  need or want to respond to Russian limited nuclear use in minutes, rather than 
hours or even days.

The claim that a new SLCM is necessary to provide an assured theater strike option and serve 
as a hedge against Russian or Chinese advances in antisubmarine warfare capabilities is un-
convincing. The United States is already planning to invest scores of billions of dollars in the 
�
VU	��$%!	�-:0��
WY��@;�-00>1??�@41�-5>�0121:?1�/4-881:31����:1C�%����C;A80�9-71�5@�9;>1�
05ő/A8@�2;>�-:�-0B1>?->E�@;�18595:-@1�'%�?1-
.-?10�:A/81->�2;>/1?�5:�@41�1B1:@�;2�-�9-6;>	�A:-
foreseen breakthrough in anti-submarine warfare capabilities, but ICBMs and bombers exist 
in part to guard against such a scenario. Meanwhile, the Navy is unlikely to be pleased with the 
-005@5;:-8�;<1>-@5;:-8�-:0�ŋ:-:/5-8�.A>01:?�@4-@�C;A80�/;91�C5@4�>1
:A/81->5F5:3�@41�?A>2-/1�
;>�-@@-/7�?A.9->5:1�Ō11@���>95:3�-@@-/7�?A.9->5:1?�C5@4�:A/81->�%���?�C;A80�-8?;�>10A/1�
the number of conventional Tomahawk SLCMs each submarine could carry. In other words, a 
new SLCM would be a costly hedge on a hedge.

What makes the Trump administration’s proposal to develop additional low-yield nuclear 
weapons even more concerning is that the 2018 NPR envisions a greater role for nuclear weap-
;:?�-3-5:?@�-�C501>�>-:31�;2�@4>1-@?��&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�;ő/5-8?�/8-59�@4-@�@415>� "$�5?�/;:-
sistent with the 2010 Obama NPR on declaratory policy. Both in tone and substance, it is not. 
':8571� @41�<>1B5;A?� -095:5?@>-@5;:	� @41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�01ŋ:1?� @41� r1D@>191� /5>/A9-
stances” under which the United States would consider nuclear use more broadly to include 
r?53:5ŋ/-:@�:;:
:A/81->�?@>-@135/�-@@-/7?s�-3-5:?@�r'�%�	�-88510�;>�<->@:1>�/5B585-:�<;<A8-@5;:�;>�
infrastructure, and attacks on U.S. or allied nuclear forces, their command and control, or warn-
ing and attack assessment capabilities.”15 Threatening nuclear retaliation to counter new kinds 
of asymmetric attacks would lower the threshold for nuclear use, increase the risks of miscal-
culation, and make it easier for other countries to justify excessive roles for nuclear weapons in 
@415>�<;85/51?��%A/4�@4>1-@?�->1�-8?;�A:85718E�@;�.1�<>;<;>@5;:-8�-:0�@41>12;>1�C;A80�.1�05ő/A8@�
to make credible.
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Preparing for a Nuclear Buildup 

&41� "$�<>;<;?1?�@;�8-E�@41�3>;A:0C;>7�@;�<>;B501�r/-<-.585@51?�:11010�@;�=A5/78E�<>;0A/1�
new or additional weapons” beyond the roughly 3,800 warheads currently in the active US nu-
clear stockpile.16�!:1�91-?A>1�;2�@41�?/-81�;2�@41�<8-:�2;>�.A5805:3�r:1C�;>�-005@5;:-8�C1-<;:?s�
5?�35B1:�5:�@41�/;995@91:@�@;�r<>;B501�@41�1:0A>5:3�/-<-.585@E�-:0�/-<-/5@E�@;�<>;0A/1�<8A@;:5-
um pits [nuclear warhead cores] at a rate of no fewer than 80 pits per year by 2030.”17 No basis is 
;Ŋ1>10�2;>�@45?�95:59A9�/-<-/5@E�@->31@	�C45/4�5?�-:�5:/>1-?1�;B1>�@41�>1=A5>191:@�;2�YT
\T�<5@?�
mandated by Congress during the Obama administration. Prior to 2013, the Los Alamos Nation-
al Laboratory only had the capacity to produce about 10 pits annually. The CBO projects that 
using two sites, including repurposing the partially built Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility 
in South Carolina, to expand pit production will cost $9 billion in then-year dollars from 2019 to 
2028, although that estimate is very uncertain.18 

A recent report by the Institute for Defense Analyses concluded that the NNSA’s pit production 
goals are a fantasy. The report found that none of the options analyzed by the NNSA can be 
expected to provide 80 pits per year by 2030.19 Regardless, there is no need to expand the US 
capability to produce plutonium pits, the nuclear cores of warheads, since the NNSA can use 
<5@?�2>;9�05?9-:@810�C1-<;:?�52�9;>1�->1�:11010�@;�?A?@-5:�@41�->?1:-8���<<>;D59-@18E�UY	TTT�
1D/1??�<5@?�-:0�-:;@41>�Y	TTT� 5:�?@>-@135/� >1?1>B1�->1�-8>1-0E�?@;>10�-@� @41�"-:@1D�"8-:@�:1->�
Amarillo, TX.20 The Department of Energy announced in 2006 that studies by Lawrence Liver-
9;>1�-:0��;?��8-9;?� -@5;:-8��-.;>-@;>51?�?4;C�@41�<5@?�;2�9;?@�'%�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�rC588�
4-B1�95:59A9�8521@591?�;2�-@�81-?@�\Y�E1->?	s�C45/4�5?�-.;A@�@C5/1�-?�8;:3�-?�<>1B5;A?�;ő/5-8�
estimates.21

In addition to the two new low-yield capabilities, the NPR seeks to retain the high-yield B83-1 
gravity bomb, the only remaining megaton-class warhead in the US stockpile, until a suitable 
replacement is found. The decision reverses the Obama administration’s proposal to retire the 
C->41-0�;:/1�/;:ŋ01:/1�5:�@41��ZU
UV�3>-B5@E�.;9.	�/A>>1:@8E�A:01>�01B18;<91:@	�5?�-/451B10�
by the mid- to late 2020s.22 If North Korea has built new hardened or deeply buried targets, it 
is far from clear why these targets cannot be held at risk by other high-yield nuclear weapons, 
such as W88 warheads carried by SLBMs. Moreover, it is hard to imagine a scenario in which 
@41�.1:1ŋ@?�;2�01@;:-@5:3�-�913-@;:
/8-??�C->41-0�;:�@41��;>1-:�<1:5:?A8-�C;A80�;A@C1534�
the massive human casualty and environmental impacts. 
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Unsustainable Excess

As the costs and scope of the Obama administration’s plans to recapitalize the arsenal began to 
3>;C�0A>5:3�@41�-095:5?@>-@5;:p?�?1/;:0�@1>9	�:A91>;A?�"1:@-3;:�-:0�  %��;ő/5-8?�C->:10�
-.;A@�@41�-Ŋ;>0-.585@E�-:0�1D1/A@5;:�/4-881:31?�@41E�<;?10���>5-:��/�1;:	�2;>91>�">5:/5<-8�
�1<A@E�':01>�%1/>1@->E�;2��121:?1�2;>�";85/E	�?-50�5:�!/@;.1>�VTUY�@4-@�rC1p>1�8;;75:3�-@�@4-@�
big bow wave [of nuclear weapons spending] and wondering how the heck we’re going to pay for 
it, and probably thanking our stars we won’t be here to have to answer the question.”23 These big 
nuclear bills are coming due as the Department of Defense is seeking to replace large portions 
;2�5@?�/;:B1:@5;:-8�2;>/1?�-:0�/;:@1:05:3�C5@4�5:@1>:-8�ŋ?/-8�<>1??A>1?	�?A/4�-?�>5?5:3�9-5:@1-
nance and operations costs.24 ��:�-005@5;:	�1D@1>:-8�ŋ?/-8�<>1??A>1?	�?A/4�-?�@41�3>;C5:3�:-@5;:-8�
01.@	�->1�85718E�@;�8595@�@41�3>;C@4�;2�}�-:0�<1>4-<?�>10A/1�}�9585@->E�?<1:05:3���8-:�%4-Ŋ1>	�
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, said in February 2019 that 
rC1p>1�3;5:3�@;�4-B1�1:;>9;A?�<>1??A>1�;:�>10A/5:3�@41�01.@�C45/4�91-:?�@4-@�0121:?1�?<1:0-
ing – I’d like to tell you it’s going to keep going up – [but] I’m not terribly optimistic.”25 

Trying to replace nearly the entire arsenal at roughly the same time means less money is likely 
to be spent on each individual modernization program, thereby increasing the time and cost 
required to complete each one. The absence of reasonable planning will also result in more 
suboptimal choices when hard decisions become inevitable.26 The current path is an irrational 
and costly recipe for diverting funds from other defense programs or buying fewer new nuclear 
delivery systems and reducing the size of the arsenal. The longer military and political leaders 
/;:@5:A1�@;�01:E�@45?�>1-85@E	�@41�C;>?1�;Ŋ�@41�'%�:A/81->�01@1>>1:@�-:0�->910�2;>/1?�C588�.1�

Supporters of the Trump administration’s NPR argue that, even at its peak, spending on nuclear 
weapons will consume no more than 6 to 7 percent of total Pentagon spending. But even 6 per-
cent of a budget as large as the Pentagon’s is an enormous amount of money. By comparison, 
the March 2013 congressionally mandated sequester reduced national defense spending (minus 
exempt military personnel accounts) by 7 percent. Military leaders and lawmakers repeatedly 
described the sequester as devastating.

)4581�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:p?�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�?<1:05:3�<8-:?�<;?1�?53:5ŋ/-:@�/4-881:31?	�
@41E�:110�:;@�<>1B1:@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�2>;9�/;:@5:A5:3�@;�ŋ180�-�<;C1>2A8�-:0�/>105.81�:A-
/81->�2;>/1�?Aő/51:@�@;�01@1>�:A/81->�-@@-/7�-3-5:?@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-:0�5@?�-8851?��&41�':5@10�
%@-@1?�/;A80�?-B1�:1->8E�^UYT�.5885;:�5:�ŋ?/-8�E1->�VTU[�/;:?@-:@�0;88->?�;B1>�@41�:1D@�WT�E1->?
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heads.27 Nearly $300 billion could be saved by deploying 1,000 deployed strategic warheads and 
eliminating the ICBM leg of the triad. 

Of course, pressure on the defense budget cannot be relieved solely by reducing nuclear weap-
;:?�?<1:05:3����?53:5ŋ/-:@�<;>@5;:�;2�@41�;B1>-88�/;?@�;2�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�5?�ŋD10��&4-@�?-50	�
changes to the nuclear replacement program could make it easier to execute and ease some of 
the hard choices facing the overall defense enterprise while still leaving a force more than capa-
ble of deterring nuclear attacks against the United States or its alliance partners.  

The question, then, is not whether the United States is falling behind its competitors – it is not 
|�.A@�C41@41>�@41�?5F1�-:0�/;:ŋ3A>-@5;:�;2�@41�/A>>1:@�->?1:-8�-:0�@41�&>A9<�>1/-<5@-85F-@5;:�
plans are necessary, sustainable, and safe. The answer is that the current course is unnecessary, 
A:?A?@-5:-.81	�-:0�A:?-21�|�-:0�9A?@�.1�>1@4;A34@���@�5?�:;@�@;;�8-@1�@;�<A>?A1�-�05Ŋ1>1:@�<-@4��
Now is the time to re-evaluate nuclear weapons spending plans before the largest investments 
are made. 

Arms Control at Risk

Unlike the Obama administration, the Trump administration’s plan to rebuild the arsenal is 
not accompanied by a proactive arms control and nonproliferation agenda aimed at reducing 
nuclear weapons risks. 

%5:/1� @41� >181-?1� ;2� @41� "$	� @41�&>A9<� -095:5?@>-@5;:�4-?�C5@40>-C:� 2>;9� @41� VTUY� �;5:@�
Comprehensive Plan of Action (the Iran nuclear deal) and the INF Treaty without a viable plan 
2;>�-8@1>:-@5B1?��%;�2->	�@41�-095:5?@>-@5;:�4-?�-8?;�2-5810�@;�@-71�$A??5-�A<�;:�5@?�;Ŋ1>�@;�.135:�
discussions about an extension of New START or resume a regular dialogue on strategic stabili-
@E��$1/1:@8E	�@41�<>1?501:@�4-?�@;80�45?�?@-Ŋ�@;�<A>?A1�-�3>-:0	�:1C�->9?�/;:@>;8�01-8�C5@4�$A??5-�
-:0��45:-�@;�-@@19<@�@;�41-0�;Ŋ�-�/;?@8E�->9?�>-/1��&41�3;-8�;2�-�:1C�-3>1191:@�C5@4�$A??5-�5?�
apparently to seek to capture tactical weapons. The goal of talks with China, which is estimated 
to have no more than 300 nuclear weapons and has never been a party to an agreement that 
limits the number of types of nuclear weapons, is unclear. 

�@�ŋ>?@�38-:/1	�@45?�5:5@5-@5B1�9-E�?;A:0�<>;95?5:3���>5:35:3�;@41>�:A/81->�-/@;>?�-:0�-88�@E<1?�
of nuclear weapons into the disarmament process is an important and praiseworthy objective.
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But this administration has no plan, strategy, or capacity to negotiate such a far-reaching deal. 
Even if it did, negotiations would likely take years. Beijing is highly unlikely to engage in any 
?A/4�@-87?�A:@58�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-:0�$A??5-�?53:5ŋ/-:@8E�/A@�@415>�2->�8->31>�->?1:-8?	�1?@59-@10�
at over 6,000 warheads each. Russian President Vladimir Putin may be open to broader arms 
control talks with President Trump, but he has a long list of grievances about US policies and 
weapons systems, particularly the ever-expanding US missile defense architecture. These real-
ities strongly suggest that this new grand-deal gambit does not represent a serious attempt to 
halt and reverse a global arms race.

)5@4;A@�@41�� ��&>1-@E�-:0� 1C�%&�$&	�@41>1�C;A80�.1�:;�813-88E
.5:05:3	�B1>5ŋ-.81�8595@?�;:�
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arms control architecture would mean that Russian nuclear forces would be un constrained, 
our insight into Russian nuclear force structure and modernization would be curtailed, and the 
5:/1:@5B1?�@;�1:3-31�5:�/;?@8E�:A/81->�/;9<1@5@5;:�C;A80�.1�9-3:5ŋ10��

Opportunities and Challenges

There are several obstacles facing the successful implementation of the Trump administration’s 
NPR. The crushing cost to replace the arsenal and its supporting infrastructure is almost cer-
tainly unsustainable. Support for the current plans inside the Pentagon could diminish as the 
opportunity costs grow more severe. In recent years, both uniformed and civilian defense of-
ŋ/5-8?�4-B1�>1<1-@108E�?@-@10�@4-@�@41�:A/81->�9;01>:5F-@5;:�<8-:�5?�@41�:A9.1>
;:1�<>5;>5@E�
among all other competing modernization necessities. However, such support is not assured 
moving forward. The Pentagon has rapidly reoriented its thinking toward long-term competi-
tion with Russia and China, thereby elevating the relevance of conventional modernization.

Over the past several years, Congress has largely backed both the Obama and Trump admin-
istrations’ proposals to replace the nuclear arsenal, though not without controversy. But future 
bipartisan political support for increasing nuclear weapons spending is fragile and far from 
assured in the future. 

Now in the majority in the House following the 2018 midterm elections, Democrats have con-
ducted more aggressive oversight of the administration’s nuclear policy and spending proposals. 
They are increasingly concerned about the rising price tag of nuclear modernization, the Trump
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administration’s controversial proposals for expanded nuclear capabilities, and the risk of a to-
tal breakdown of the US-Russian arms control architecture. Rep. Adam Smith (D-WA), the new 
chairman of the House Armed Services Committee, has repeatedly made it clear that he be-
lieves the United States has more nuclear weapons than it needs for its security and than it can 
>1-85?@5/-88E�-Ŋ;>0��
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prohibit deployment of the W76-2; express support for extending New START and require 
reports on the implications of allowing the treaty to expire in 2021 with nothing to replace it; 
prohibit funding to develop land-based, intermediate-range missiles banned by the 1987 INF 
&>1-@E�-:0�>10A/1�2A:05:3�@;�.A580�-�:1C�Ō11@�;2�5:@1>/;:@5:1:@-8�.-885?@5/�95??581?�-:0�1D<-:0�
@41�<>;0A/@5;:�;2�<8A@;:5A9�<5@?�� ;:1�;2�@41?1�<>;B5?5;:?�C1>1�A8@59-@18E�5:/8A010�5:�@41�ŋ:-8�
version of the bill signed by President Trump in December 2019, but House Democratic opposi-
tion to the administration’s modernization plans is likely to continue.

Buoyed by the Trump administration’s overreach, many of the 2020 Democratic candidates 
for president – Senator Bernie Sanders, and former Vice President Joe Biden – have expressed 
support not only for extending New START and rolling back the excesses of the NPR but also 
2;>�9;>1�@>-:?2;>9-@5;:-8�/4-:31	�?A/4�-?�-0;<@5:3�-�:;
ŋ>?@
A?1�<;85/E�-:0�?/-85:3�.-/7�@41�
Obama-era nuclear force structure and spending plans. It remains to be seen whether and how 
nuclear weapons issues will feature in the 2020 presidential campaign, but the next year pro-
vides an opportunity to promote and popularize alternatives to the Trump administration’s pol-
icies and build these alternatives into the platforms of the candidates. 

Concern about President Trump’s temperament and reckless statements about nuclear weapons 
has increased the salience of the issue in the minds of the public. People intuitively understand 
the stakes: President Trump can’t be trusted with nuclear weapons. Recent polling conducted by 
ReThink Media and the University of Maryland shows that large majorities of Republicans and 
Democrats are uneasy about vesting the sole authority to order the use of nuclear weapons in 
the fallible hands of one person and support reforming the sole authority protocol. Polling also 
indicates that there is support, particularly among Democrats, for a policy platform combining 
New START extension, continued negotiated reductions in nuclear weapons, scaling back US 
:A/81->�C1-<;:?�?<1:05:3�<8-:?�@;�>105>1/@�@41�?-B5:3?�@;C->0�;@41>�<>5;>5@51?	�-:0�-�:;
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use declaration.

But Republican control of the Senate will act as a brake on major policy change through the 2020 
election. Moreover, there continue to be serious divisions within the Democratic party about the 
future of US nuclear policy. Moderate and conservative Democrats in the Senate, together with 
-�?53:5ŋ/-:@�:A9.1>�;2� 2;>91>�!.-9-�-095:5?@>-@5;:�;ő/5-8?�-:0�9;01>-@1
� @;� 812@
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national security experts, strongly support the Obama-era spending plans and object to further 
circumscribing the role of nuclear weapons in US policy. In some cases, these voices have even 
expressed support for the supplemental capabilities proposed in the NPR, pointing to the dete-
riorating international security environment, Russia’s emphasis on and modernization of a large 
arsenal of non-strategic nuclear weapons, and the need to assure allies as reasons to oppose 
more transformational change. They are also reluctant to hold hostage spending on nuclear 
modernization to attempt to compel better behavior from the Trump administration on arms 
control. US allies have also largely either expressed support for or refrained from criticizing the 
approach outlined in the NPR. Furthermore, while polling suggests there is popular support for 
a progressive alternative to the NPR, some of this support is likely a reaction to Trump himself. 
)41:�">1?501:@�&>A9<�81-B1?�;ő/1?	�@41�;<<;>@A:5@E�@;�.>;-01:�5:@1>1?@�5:�-:0�?A<<;>@�2;>�
adjusting US nuclear strategy could wane, sharpening the real divides among Democrats on 
nuclear weapons.
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Richard Nephew
As of early March 2020, Iran’s nuclear program is dangerously poised on the precipice: though 
still subject to intrusive monitoring by international inspectors and incapable of producing a 
:A/81->�C1-<;:�=A5/78E	��>-:p?�?@1-0E�9;B1?�-C-E�2>;9�<->@?�;2�@41�VTUY��;5:@��;9<>141:?5B1�
Plan of Action (JCPOA) are reducing the time it would need to build nuclear weapons if it chose 
to do so. Having reacted slowly to the Trump administration’s decision to exit the agreement in 
May 2018, Iranian restraint is now badly fraying. Following the killing of Iranian General Qasem 
Soleimani in January 2020, Iran has stated that it will manage its nuclear program according to 
its needs rather than the terms of the JCPOA but would return to compliance with the JCPOA if 
the United States does.

In early March 2020, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reported that Iran’s en-
riched uranium stockpile had surpassed 1,000 kilograms, demonstrating conclusively that Iran’s 
nuclear program is moving closer to having the means to produce a nuclear weapon, even if 
there is no evidence Iran has chosen to do so. Beyond the obvious risks such moves pose, the 
approach adopted by the Trump administration has reduced the leverage of the United States 
over Iran, isolated the United States from its European partners, and made it harder to respond 
1Ŋ1/@5B18E�@;��>-:p?�9;B1?�@;�.>1-7�5@?�/;995@91:@?���E�-88�91-?A>1?	��>-:�5?�9;>1�0-:31>;A?�
-:0�81??�/;:?@>-5:10�@4-:�C41:�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�@;;7�;ő/1�-:0�>19-5:?�/-<-.81�;2�
moving to produce nuclear weapons in a matter of months.

Current Nuclear Status

The IAEA is tasked with monitoring Iran’s compliance with the JCPOA and the Nuclear Non-Pro-
liferation Treaty (NPT). The IAEA reported until May 2019 that Iran was in compliance with its 
obligations under the JCPOA, the Iran-IAEA Comprehensive Safeguards Agreement (CSA), and 
the Additional Protocol (AP), the IAEA’s most stringent inspection plan. The IAEA reported in 
VTUZ�@4-@�@41>1�C1>1�05Ŋ1>1:/1?�5:�5:@1><>1@-@5;:�C5@4�>1?<1/@�@;��>-:p?�41-BE�C-@1>�?@;/7?	�1:
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riched uranium stocks, and permissible activities with advanced centrifuges. However, the Joint 
Commission of the JCPOA, made up of the agreement’s member states, released documentation 
5:��1/19.1>�VTUZ�@4-@�/8->5ŋ10�@41?1�5:@1><>1@-@5;:�5??A1?��%A.?1=A1:@�@;�@4-@�>181-?1	�@41������
reported no further interpretation or compliance issues until May 2019.

Consequently, prior to May 2019, Iran’s nuclear program could be summarized in the following 
way:

• �>-:�4-0�:;�9;>1�@4-:�Y	TZT��$
U�/1:@>52A31?�5:?@-8810�-@�@41� -@-:F��A18��:>5/491:@�"8-:@�
(FEP) and no more than 1,044 IR-1 centrifuges installed at the Fordow FEP;

• Iran’s centrifuge research and development (R&D) activities remained consistent with the 
-3>110�>1?1->/4�<8-:	�<>;B5010�@;�@41������5:�VTUY�<A>?A-:@�@;�@41���"!�

• Iran kept its stocks of useable enriched uranium below 300 kilograms;

• The Arak Heavy Water Research Reactor (HWRR) continued to be in the process of trans-
formation, and the reactor was incapable of producing weapons grade plutonium in normal 
operations; and

• &41� ����� /;:@5:A10� @;�4-B1� ?Aő/51:@� -//1??� @;�9;:5@;>�:;@� ;:8E� �>-:p?� ;<1>-@5;:-8�:A-
clear facilities but also its centrifuge manufacturing, R&D, storage locations, and uranium 
mines and mills. The IAEA was also still in a position, either through the JCPOA or the AP, 
to request access to other sites where there may be undeclared nuclear-related activities.

Taken as a whole, these conditions meant that Iran was incapable of producing nuclear weap-
;:?�A?5:3�5@?�7:;C:�:A/81->�2-/585@51?�5:�81??�@4-:�-�E1->�-:0�C;A80�ŋ:0�5@�1D@>1918E�05ő/A8@�
@;�1?@-.85?4�-�/;B1>@�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8�<>;0A/@5;:�/-<-.585@E�C5@4;A@�.15:3�01@1/@10� 5:�-� @5918E�
fashion. Such warning would put the United States and the other members of the JCPOA in a 
strong position to both challenge Iran’s actions and act, even with force if necessary, to prevent 
an Iranian nuclear breakout.

After May 2019, the IAEA reported that Iran had begun to stockpile uranium in excess of the 
JCPOA’s 300-kilogram limit, enrich uranium beyond the JCPOA’s 3.67% limit, and engage in 
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prohibited R&D and operational activities with advanced centrifuges. None of these develop-
ments were surprising; Iran announced each step in advance and made clear that further such 
erosion of Iranian commitments would be forthcoming every 60 days so long as the United 
States is out of compliance with the JCPOA. Issues also arose with respect to the IAEA’s ability to 
investigate further information from the Israeli-acquired nuclear archive, particularly relating 
to undeclared nuclear material and equipment formerly held at the Turquzabad facility.

The killing of Qasem Soleimani by the United States in early January 2020 prompted Iran to 
escalate its nuclear activities dramatically. The IAEA reported in early March 2020 that Iran, 
which maintained its enriched uranium stockpile below 400 kilograms in November 2019, now 
<;??1??1?�;B1>�U	TVT�758;3>-9?�;2�81??�@4-:�Y
<1>/1:@�1:>5/410�A>-:5A9�41D-ŌA;>501�I�53A>1�UJ���
�<<>;D59-@18E�U	VTT
U	WTT�758;3>-9?�;2�81??�@4-:�Y
<1>/1:@�1:>5/410�A>-:5A9�41D-ŌA;>501�5?�
?Aő/51:@�2;>�;:1�:A/81->�C1-<;:	�-:0�@45?�81B18�;2�1:>5/491:@�/;:?@5@A@1?�->;A:0�[Y�<1>/1:@�;2�
the work needed to create weapons-usable highly enriched uranium. Consequently, the IAEA’s 
report indicates that Iran’s breakout time has sharply dropped, perhaps to 6 months or less. The 
US Intelligence Community (IC) has yet to produce a reliable estimate of current breakout time, 
-:0�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�<;85@5/5F1�@41�'%����A:01>�">1?501:@��;:-80�&>A9<�C;A80�81-0�?;91�@;�=A1?-
@5;:�-:E�ŋ3A>1�5@�9534@�<>;0A/1���;C1B1>	�5@�:;C�8;;7?�85718E�@4-@	�?4;A80��>-:p?�81-01>?�01/501�
to produce nuclear weapons, they could produce a single nuclear weapon within 6 months. 
Likewise, Iran’s installed centrifuges are both qualitatively better and more numerous than they 
were under the JCPOA.

��}ÕÀi�£\��À>�½Ã�1À>��Õ���iÝ>yÕ�À�`i�1�È®�-Ì�V�Ã

Figure 1 note: Based on data from IAEA reports.
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On top of these problems, Iran is now refusing to allow the IAEA to access three undeclared 
sites judged to have some connection to Iran’s past – and possibly its future – nuclear weapons 
program. Such moves are a violation not only of Iran’s obligations under the JCPOA but also its 
safeguards agreement with the IAEA under the NPT itself.

Although US IC judgements dating back to 2007 assert that Iran’s formal nuclear weapons pro-
3>-9�1:010�5:�VTTW	�@41�'%����4-?�-8?;�>1-058E�-095@@10�@4-@��>-:�4-?:p@�9-01�-�ŋ:-8�01/5?5;:�
about its nuclear program and wants to keep its options open. The presence of an archive of nu-
clear information in Tehran, allegedly containing all of Iran’s documentation from its previous 
nuclear weapons program, is a troubling reminder of these conclusions. Though the JCPOA 
was able to constrain Iran’s nuclear program, Iran’s latent knowledge and capabilities are a per-
manent asset to its ability to produce nuclear weapons. The key judgements of the 2007 National 
�:@188531:/1��?@59-@1�I ��J	�2;>�1D-9<81	�/;:/8A01�/81->8E�@4-@�rC1�-??1??�C5@4�4534�/;:ŋ01:/1
@4-@� �>-:� 4-?� @41� ?/51:@5ŋ/	� @1/4:5/-8� -:0� 5:0A?@>5-8� /-<-/5@E� 1B1:@A-88E� @;� <>;0A/1� :A/81->�
weapons if it decides to do so.”1 But, perhaps a more important if sometimes overlooked assess-
ment by the NIE is that Iranian political decision-making will be the key determinant of Iran’s 
nuclear future:

º7i�>ÃÃiÃÃ�Ü�Ì����`iÀ>Ìi�V��w`i�Vi�Ì�>Ì�V��Û��V��}�Ì�i��À>��>���i>`iÀÃ��«�Ì��
v�À}�� Ì�i�iÛi�ÌÕ>��`iÛi��«�i�Ì��v��ÕV�i>À�Üi>«��Ã�Ü����Li�`�vwVÕ�Ì�}�Ûi�� Ì�i�
linkage many within the leadership probably see between nuclear weapons devel-
opment and Iran’s key national security and foreign policy objectives, and given 
Iran’s considerable effort from at least the late 1980s to 2003 to develop such 
weapons. In our judgment, only an Iranian political decision to abandon a nuclear 
weapons objective would plausibly keep Iran from eventually producing nuclear 
weapons – and such a decision is inherently reversible.”2

Nothing in the latest threat assessments released by the Director of National Intelligence sug-
gests that this fundamental US IC analytical judgment has changed. Importantly, though the 
Mossad-acquired nuclear archive from 2018 helps us to understand how far Iran got in its devel-
opment of nuclear weapons technology prior to the program’s halt in 2003, neither the United 
States nor the Israelis have found evidence in the archive to contradict this conclusion. Rather, 
the US IC maintains that Iran is not currently building nuclear weapons and that its decisions – 
5:/8A05:3�C41@41>�@;�-041>1�@;�@41���"!��|�->1�.-?10�;:�-�/;?@N.1:1ŋ@�/-8/A8A?��
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Given this, it is reasonable to make the conjecture that how Iran’s internal political situation de-
velops and how Iran’s leadership perceives the international community will shape its nuclear 
decision-making. This is one of the main reasons why the Obama administration supported the 
��"!�	�C45/4	�.E�018-E5:3��>-:p?�.>1-7;A@�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�/-<-.585@E�.E�A<C->0?�;2�UY�E1->?	�
sought to allow for time to negotiate a longer-term arrangement with Iran that could make even 
more durable the nuclear restrictions contained in the JCPOA and also address broader region-
al issues. 

Trump Policy

The Trump administration’s current Iran policy has created the current dynamic in which Iran 
has been able to expand its nuclear capabilities and appears to be actively reconsidering its 
position on nuclear weapons. Having campaigned against the JCPOA, President Trump chafed 
at the reality of Iran’s nuclear restraint and compliance with the JCPOA. After certifying as re-
quired by law that Iran was in compliance with the JCPOA in April 2017, President Trump or-
dered then-Secretary of State Rex Tillerson to identify options for no longer certifying Iranian 
/;9<85-:/1��)4581�">1?501:@�&>A9<�-3-5:�/1>@5ŋ10��>-:5-:�/;9<85-:/1�C5@4�@41���"!��5:��A8E�
2017, by October 2017 the White House had decided that certifying Iran’s compliance with the 
JCPOA was no longer in US national interests. Iranian compliance was considered an after-
thought compared to the impediments allegedly created for US policy in countering Iran in Syr-
ia, Yemen, the Persian Gulf, and with respect to Iran’s ballistic missile program. The president 
-::;A:/10�@4-@�41�C;A80�35B1��;:3>1??�-:0��A>;<1�-:�;<<;>@A:5@E�@;�rŋDs�@41���"!��C41:�
neither was able to do so by January 2018, President Trump announced his intention to end the 
renewal of sanctions relief for Iran under the JCPOA. As the deadline for the next US sanctions 
relief renewal was May 2018, this created a de facto deadline for US participation in the JCPOA 
altogether. On 8 May 2018, the president announced US withdrawal from the JCPOA, and the 
Treasury Department then outlined a plan to reimpose sanctions against Iran in August and 
November 2018. 

As of early 2020, the United States has reimposed all of the sanctions previously in place against 
Iran since November 2013. The Trump administration has added to those sanctions on the mar-
gins, largely as relates to designated banks, entities and individuals, but has yet to introduce any 
kind of meaningful expansion of the economic measures in legal terms. In May 2019, the United 
States announced that it would seek the reduction of Iran’s oil sales to zero. This is more aggres-
sive than previous sanctions, which were focused on reducing Iran’s exports incrementally every 
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6 months. The lowest point for Iranian oil sales reached during the prior sanctions campaign 
was 700,000 barrels per day in August 2012; by comparison, Iran’s estimated current exports 
4;B1>�.1@C11:� WTT	TTT
YTT	TTT�.->>18?�<1>�0-E	�9;?@8E� 5:� @41� 2;>9�;2� ?-:/@5;:?
1B-05:3�;58�
sales to China. 

At the same time, confronting Iran has become the centerpiece of US Middle East policy, at 
81-?@�5:�@1>9?�;2�>41@;>5/��%1/>1@->E�";9<1;�-:0�;@41>�'%�;ő/5-8?�2>1=A1:@8E�9-71�?<11/41?�
in which they identify Iranian policy as the root of all regional instability, echoing a similar 
>41@;>5/-8�-<<>;-/4�.E�@41��?>-185?	�%-A05?	�-:0��95>-@5?��&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�;ő/5-8?�4-B1�
also signaled a clear preference for regime change as a method of solving the problems created 
.E��>-:	�1B1:�52�;ő/5-8?�?-E�@4-@�@415>�;:8E�5:@1:@5;:�5?�@;�?1/A>1�-�r.1@@1>�01-8s�@4-:�@41���"!���
%1/>1@->E�&5881>?;:�:;@10�5:�VTU[�@4-@�-�3;-8�;2�'%�<;85/E�C-?�r@;�C;>7�@;C->0�?A<<;>@�;2�@4;?1�
elements inside of Iran that would lead to a peaceful transition of that government. Those ele-
ments are there, certainly as we know.”3 When asked in September 2017 why the United States 
:11010�@;�<>1B1:@��>-:�2>;9�-/=A5>5:3�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�5:�@41�ŋ>?@�<8-/1	�2;>91>�'%��9.-?-
?-0;>�@;�@41�':5@10� -@5;:?� 5775��-81E�>1?<;:010�@4-@�r@41�-:?C1>�4-?�1B1>E@45:3�@;�0;�C5@4�
the nature of the regime and the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps’ determination to threaten 
Iran’s neighbors and advance its revolution.”4 Former National Security Advisor John Bolton 
is on record not only for his consistent advocacy of regime change in Iran but also for using 
military force to achieve Iranian denuclearization; though he has left the administration, there 
is precious little public indication of a real shift in the administration’s thinking on the whole.

Doubtless out of concern that regime change rhetoric was damaging its ability to galvanize in-
ternational support for its policy, the Trump administration emphasized in 2018 that its inten-
@5;:�5?�@;�A?1�@41�?-91�r0A-8
@>-/7s�?@>-@13E�A?10�.E�@41��A?4�-:0�!.-9-�-095:5?@>-@5;:?�@;�;.-
tain a better deal with Iran than the JCPOA. In May 2018, Pompeo outlined a 12-point framework 
for renegotiation with Iran, but this list included items that seem implausible in the context of 
Iranian government policy since the early 1980s, such as ending support for Hezbollah, an Ira-
nian partner since the inception of the Islamic Republic.5 Perhaps more problematic is the fact 
@4-@��>-:5-:�;ő/5-8?�8;;7�C5@4�?71<@5/5?9�-@�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�;Ŋ1>?�@;�:13;@5-@1	�:;@�81-?@�
because of the broad scale of desired concessions. As a case in point, Bolton himself suggested 
@4-@�-:�;Ŋ1>�@;�:13;@5-@1�C5@4��>-:�;A34@�@;�.1�/;:B1E10�91>18E�@;�9-5:@-5:�/;41?5;:�C5@4�'%�
partners in the service of a much more aggressive pressure approach.6

Taken in combination, these statements, positions, and actions all suggest meaningful pressure 
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on Iran to reconsider its nuclear forbearance. Iran is now operating within a far more con-
strained economic environment made worse by US sanctions. Simultaneously, the United States 
has raised the specter of regime change and is working with Iran’s adversaries in the region to 
confront it. Iran has long expressed concern about US military sales to regional opponents like 
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, relationships which the United States has priori-
tized under President Trump despite developments like the Yemeni famine and murder of Jamal 
Khashoggi in Istanbul in October 2018.

At the same time, Iranians have also witnessed a curious lack of follow-through in the admin-
istration’s toughly worded public positions vis-à-vis Iran. In the region, the United States has 
long talked up its ability and desire to confront Iran, but its push-back on Iran has always been 
more restrained and – in the case of the Iraq War – the United States may have inadvertently im-
<>;B10��>-:5-:�>135;:-8�?1/A>5@E�.E�18595:-@5:3�5@?�9;?@�?53:5ŋ/-:@�1:19E��)5@4�@41�?53:5ŋ/-:@�
exception of withdrawing from the JCPOA, the United States has taken a decidedly more mea-
sured approach in the region than Trump administration rhetoric would suggest. The United 
States has stopped providing direct support for Saudi and Emirati air operations in Yemen and 
reduced its operations in Syria with plans to scale them back farther. President Trump stated 
@4-@�rG�>-:5-:?H�/-:�0;�C4-@�@41E�C-:@s�5:�%E>5-	�9-:521?@8E�8;C1>5:3��>-:p?�?1:?1�;2�>5?7�5:�/;:-
tinuing activities in the country.7 Further, the US failure to respond to attacks on Saudi, Emirati, 
and US assets in the region – including the Abqaiq oil processing facility – has badly eroded the 
credibility of US deterrence and the continued utility of the Carter Doctrine, the 1980 policy that 
the United States would use military force to defend its interests in the Persian Gulf. The killing 
of Qasem Soleimani might have been seen as a change in this posture, and Trump administra-
@5;:�;ő/5-8?�@;;7�<-5:?�-2@1>�@41�75885:3�@;�->3A1�@4-@�@41E�4-0�>1?@;>10�01@1>>1:/1���;C1B1>	�
the US reaction to a missile attack on a base in Iraq housing US forces – in which over 100 were 
5:6A>10�|�C-?�9A@10��&45?�?A331?@?�@4-@�@4-@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�5?�:;@�/>105.8E�/;995@@10�@;�ŋ>9-
ing up its deterrence posture.  

�A>;<1-:� ;ő/5-8?� 4-B1� ?A331?@10� @4-@� �>-:p?� 5:@1:@5;:� 5?� @;� 9-5:@-5:� /;9<85-:/1� C5@4� @41�
JCPOA, both to see how the Trump administration policy will develop further and in anticipa-
tion of a potentially more cooperative negotiating partner following the 2020 US presidential 
election. This is one reason why the Europeans have taken a very slow approach to using the 
dispute resolution mechanism in the JCPOA to challenge Iran’s nuclear revisionism. Iran has 
also clearly decided to impose costs on the rest of the world that they believe are reasonable and 
proportional to the damage being done to Iran’s interests by US sanctions. Of course, depending   
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on voluntary nuclear restraint from Iran is intrinsically risky, not the least because Iran itself 
will get to decide when and how to withdraw from its obligations. Moreover, if the Trump ad-
ministration fails to make good on its promises to confront Iran in the region, Iran’s activities are 
likely to escalate even if the Iranian government restrains itself in the nuclear arena. 

Risks and Threats

The core risk of the current US approach to Iran is that Iran will lose patience or the political 
will to remain in the JCPOA framework – even minimally – while being subjected to intense 
sanctions pressure from the United States and without a US response to provocations in the 
region. As with Iran’s nuclear weapons option, Iran’s nuclear fuel cycle activities are therefore 
largely dependent on the decisions made the highest echelon of the Iranian political system; the 
decision to ramp up the production of enriched uranium demonstrates the waning patience of 
the regime’s leaders. 

�88�;2�@45?�81-B1?�-?501�@41�=A1?@5;:�;2�C4-@�-�05Ŋ1>1:@�-<<>;-/4�|�;:1�01?53:10�@;�/;:B5:/1��>-:�
to further restrict its future nuclear options pursued by the United States in closer coordination 
C5@4�5@?��A>;<1-:�-8851?�|�9534@�4-B1�.11:�-.81�@;�-/451B1��)5@4;A@�-�/81->�;>�1Ŋ1/@5B1�?@>-@13E�
for constraining Iran through confrontation and sanctions, there is a clear opportunity cost to 
not pursuing a proven and multilateral approach that has at least as good a chance for success 
as the chosen path.

�2��>-:�01/501?�5:?@1-0�@;�C1-@41>�@41�:1D@�E1->�;2�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�5:�4;<1�;2�ŋ:05:3�
-�:1C�'%�:13;@5-@5:3�<->@:1>�5:�VTVU	�-:�1:@5>18E�05Ŋ1>1:@�?1@�;2�<>;.819?�C588�:110�@;�.1�-0-
0>1??10���5>?@�-:0�2;>19;?@	�@41�@591�-:0�?<-/1�@4-@�@41���"!��C-?�5:@1:010�@;�-Ŋ;>0�@41�':5@-
10�%@-@1?�-:0��>-:�@;�C;>7�;:�@41�.>;-01>�?8-@1�;2�<;85/E�05Ŋ1>1:/1?�@4-@�1D5?@�.1@C11:�@419�C588�
instead have been wasted. Under the terms of the JCPOA, Iran’s standing UN Security Council 
(UNSC) restrictions on conventional arms trade will expire in October 2020, and UNSC restric-
tions on missile activities are scheduled to end in October 2023. Iran’s core nuclear restrictions 
and transparency obligations under the JCPOA have a longer shelf life and do not start to expire 
A:@58�VTVY�-:0�VTWY�>1?<1/@5B18E���@�5?�C;>@4�:;@45:3�@4-@�?;91�/;>1�>1?@>5/@5;:?	�5:/8A05:3�-�<1>-
manent legal prohibition against building nuclear weapons or engaging in key weaponization 
activities, never expire. Still, precious time will have been lost.  

Moreover, if Iran does manage to remain in the JCPOA until 2021, the ability of the United States
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to negotiate with Iran after that point will be weakened. Although the ability to remove sanc-
tions will provide powerful leverage – particularly if economic conditions continue to deterio-
rate in Iran – having endured nearly three years of US noncompliance, Iran is unlikely to be in 
the mood to accept steeper restrictions or more intrusive inspections absent substantial con-
cessions on the part of the United States. Furthermore, US partners in Europe and elsewhere 
are unlikely to be willing to support the United States in demanding them. The base demands 
of the international community will instead be aimed at the United States: re-enter the JCPOA 
in full and cease undermining Iranian economic access globally. The United States might not 
accept these demands as appropriate or reasonable, and there would certainly be considerable 
01.-@1�;:� @41�B5>@A1?�;2� >1
1:@1>5:3�-:�-3>1191:@�C5@4�C-:5:3�1Ŋ1/@5B1:1??���1<1:05:3�;:�
@41�/;:?@188-@5;:�;2�<;85@5/-8� 2;>/1?� 5:�<;C1>� 5:�VTVU	� @45?�01.-@1�C588�.1�05ő/A8@� @;�;B1>/;91�
even if the US administration changes and especially if the regional environment worsens. To 
@45?�<;5:@	�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�C588�-8?;�ŋ:0�:13;@5-@5;:?�;:�:;:
:A/81->�5??A1?�=A5@1�05ő/A8@	�1?-
pecially if the Trump administration continues with its signaled intention to downsize the US 
presence and role in the Middle East.

Questions for Future Policy

&41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:p?��>-:�<;85/E�5?�?A5@10�>1-88E�;:8E�2;>�;:1�;A@/;91��-�0>-9-@5/	�r-88

in” victory in which Iran either concedes via negotiations or via government capitulation to US 
demands (possibly involving regime change). If this outcome is not achieved, then there is a 
?53:5ŋ/-:@�>5?7�;2�-�2->�9;>1�/;9<85/-@10�?5@A-@5;:�191>35:3�2;>�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�

Policy makers should therefore prioritize six questions to guide decisions being made now and 
in advance of 2021:

1. Assuming Iran remains in the JCPOA, what are the combinations of incentives, induce-
ments, and disincentives that could be deployed to persuade the Iranians to negotiate with 
@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-2@1>�VTVU���

2. If Iran withdraws from the JCPOA, how should the United States approach Iran and US 
<->@:1>?�;:�2A@A>1�:13;@5-@5;:?�-:0�/;>1�019-:0?�

3. Given Iran’s latent nuclear capabilities, what are the core priorities for US policy on Iran’s 
:A/81->�<>;3>-9��)4-@�->1�@41�71E�18191:@?�;2�@41�<>;3>-9�@4-@�/-A?1�/;:/1>:�-:0�4;C�
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5:s�?@>-@13E	�
C4-@�5?�5@?�2-88.-/7�<;?5@5;:�

4. How should US deterrence policy be adapted to manage Iran’s possible acquisition of nucle-
->�C1-<;:?��&41�8-?@�2;A>�'%�<>1?501:@5-8�-095:5?@>-@5;:?�4-B1�9-01�/81->�@4-@�-:��>-:5-:�
nuclear capability is a red line justifying the use of US military force. If Iran moves closer to 
weaponization, how should the United States respond, both with respect to Iran directly and 
5:�9-:-35:3�5@?�>18-@5;:?45<?�C5@4�71E�'%�<->@:1>?�5:�@41�>135;:�

Y�� �;C�?4;A80� @41�':5@10�%@-@1?�-<<>;-/4��A>;<1	��45:-	� �:05-�-:0�;@41>?�;:��>-:� 5??A1?��
The priority at present is for maximum pressure on Iran, at least rhetorically, but that may 
complicate the broader US foreign policy agenda in other areas. What balance ought to be 
?@>A/7	�-:0�C4-@�@>-01
;Ŋ?�->1�<;??5.81�-:0�:1/1??->E�

6. How should the United States manage the non-nuclear aspects of Iranian behavior, particu-
8->8E�5@?�@4>1-@?�@;�>135;:-8�?@-.585@E�-:0�01B18;<91:@�;2�.-885?@5/�95??581?�

More than anything, it is imperative to begin thinking through these questions now.
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Kelsey Davenport
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missile program as a key US foreign policy challenge. After initially increasing economic pres-
?A>1�-:0�>-5?5:3�@41�>5?7�;2�/;:Ō5/@�5:�VTU[�.E�>1?<;:05:3�@;� ;>@4��;>1-:�<>;B;/-@5;:?�C5@4�
vague threats, President Donald Trump shifted the US approach and pursued an opportunity, 
which was created by South Korea’s diplomatic outreach to North Korea, to engage in direct 
:13;@5-@5;:?�C5@4� ;>@4��;>1-�5:�VTU\��)4581�">1?501:@�&>A9<�01/8->10�@4-@�r@41>1�5?�:;�8;:-
ger a nuclear threat” from North Korea after his historic summit meeting with North Korean 
leader Kim Jong Un in June 2018, negotiations between the two countries have yet to yield con-
crete steps toward denuclearization.1� ;>@4��;>1-�4-?�/;:@5:A10�@;�<>;0A/1�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8	�-:0�
its military capabilities remain intact. The Trump administration’s approach to diplomacy has 
been inconsistent and is often undermined by the president’s own rhetoric. It remains unclear 
whether the administration can devise a viable strategy, maintain the discipline to adhere to it, 
-:0�<A@�@;31@41>�@41�@1-9�:1/1??->E�@;�:13;@5-@1�-:0�1:2;>/1�-:�-3>1191:@�@4-@�C;A80�B1>5ŋ-
-.8E�-:0�1Ŋ1/@5B18E�05?9-:@81� ;>@4��;>1-p?�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�<>;3>-9��

North Korea’s Nuclear and Missile Capabilities 

'%�">1?501:@��;:-80�&>A9<�@;;7�;ő/1�-950?@�-�>-<50�-//181>-@5;:�5:� ;>@4��;>1-p?�:A/81->�
weapons program. In his annual New Year’s address in 2017, North Korean leader Kim Jong Un 
41>-8010�@41�<>;3>1??�;2�@41�<>5;>�E1->	�:;@5:3�@4-@�@41�/;A:@>E�r-/451B10�@41�?@-@A?�;2�-�:A/81->�
<;C1>	s�-:0�?-50�@41�/;A:@>E�C;A80�/;:@5:A1�@;�.A580�5@?�:A/81->�2;>/1?	�5:/8A05:3�@41�r/-<-.58-
ity for preemptive strike,” in the upcoming year.2

To meet this goal, North Korea accelerated long-range missile testing, introducing three new 
systems over the course of 2017: the Hwasong-12, an intermediate-range ballistic missile (IRBM) 
tested six times (three tests failed), the Hwasong-14, an intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) 
@1?@10�@C5/1	�-:0�@41��C-?;:3
UY	�-:������@1?@10�;:/1��

The Trump Administration’s
Approach  to North Korea’s
Nuclear Weapons Program
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North Korea tested its ICBMs on a lofted trajectory; however, based on the altitude and the 
Ō534@�@591?	�@41��C-?;:3
UX�/;A80�0185B1>�-�YTT
758;3>-9�<-E8;-0�-:�1?@59-@10�>-:31�;2�\	TTT�
kilometers on a standard trajectory, which puts Alaska, Hawaii, and parts of the West Coast of 
the United States within range.3�&41�9;>1�<;C1>2A8��C-?;:3
UY�/;A80�0185B1>�-�U	TTT
758;3>-9�
payload an estimated 13,000 kilometers, a range that covers the entirety of the United States.4 

Despite achieving the necessary range to target the United States, there remains debate about 
whether North Korea has the capability to deliver a nuclear-tipped IRBM or ICBM to the United 
States or US territories such as Guam. Both nongovernmental experts and the US intelligence 
community estimate that North Korea can build a miniaturized warhead suitable for mounting 
on the tip of ballistic missile. However, after so few tests, none of which were conducted on a 
standard trajectory, it is unclear whether North Korea has mastered the necessary technologies 
for a warhead to reliably survive re-entry into the atmosphere. In January 2018, then-Central In-
@188531:/1��31:/E�I���J��5>1/@;>��571�";9<1;�?@-@10�@4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�/;A80�4-B1�@41�r-.585@E�
to deliver a nuclear weapon to the United States in a matter of a handful of months.”5 Presum-
ably, that time frame assumed continued testing. The US military, however, operates under the 
assumption that North Korea has an operational ICBM capable of delivering nuclear weapons 
since North Korea has demonstrated the discrete capabilities before. The intelligence commu-
nity and experts have assessed for several years that North Korea could deliver a nuclear war-
head using its short or medium-range ballistic missiles. These systems are capable of targeting 
US allies South Korea and Japan, but they would be unable to reach Guam.

%5:/1�@41��C-?;:3
UY�@1?@�5:� ;B19.1>�VTU[	� ;>@4��;>1-�>12>-5:10�2>;9�@1?@5:3�.-885?@5/�95??581?�
for about 17 months, at which point it resumed testing short and medium-range missiles, includ-
ing a new solid-fueled short-range ballistic missile in May 2019 and a new submarine-launched 
ballistic missile (SLBM) in October 2019.6 In his January 2018 New Year’s address, Chairman 
Kim declared that North Korea’s nuclear-capable ballistic missiles could reach the continental 
United States and that the strategic objectives for the nuclear weapons program had been met. 
Chairman Kim said North Korea would shift its focus to mass production.7 He later announced 
-:�;ő/5-8�@1?@5:3�9;>-@;>5A9�-<<85/-.81�@;��$��?�-:0�����?�5:��<>58�VTU\	�?-E5:3�@4-@�2A>@41>�
@1?@?�C1>1�A::1/1??->E�-?� r@41�C;>7� 2;>�9;A:@5:3�:A/81->�C->41-0?�;:�.-885?@5/� >;/71@?�C-?�
ŋ:5?410�s8

So long as the testing moratorium remains in place, the extent to which North Korea can quali-
tatively advance its long-range missiles remains limited. However, the country may still be pro-
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ducing these systems and could return to testing in the future, given that the moratorium is vol-
A:@->E�-:0�4-?�:;@�.11:�/;05ŋ10�0A>5:3�@41�:13;@5-@5:3�<>;/1??���2@1>�@41�9;?@�>1/1:@�>;A:0�
of denuclearization talks in October 2019, North Korea threatened to resume long-range missile 
testing if the United States did not alter its negotiating position by the end of the year.

North Korea appears to be continuing to develop a sea-based leg of its nuclear deterrent. North 
Korea tested a new SLBM in October 2019, the Pukguksong-3, which has an estimated range of 
1,900 kilometers. Satellite imagery also suggests that construction continues on North Korea’s 
new Sinpo-class ballistic missile submarine. 

Considerable uncertainly surrounds the size of North Korea’s nuclear arsenal and its current 
?@;/7<581�;2�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8�� ;>@4��;>1-�<>;0A/1?�-:0�?1<->-@1?�<8A@;:5A9�-@�5@?�+;:3.E;:�:A-
/81->�/;9<81D	�C45/4�5:/8A01?�-�Y�)1�>1-/@;>�@4-@�.13-:�;<1>-@5;:?�5:�U]\Z��&45?�>1-/@;>�C-?�
disabled for nearly a decade as part of the 1994 Agreed Framework and for another seven years 
as a result of the Six-Party Talks. Estimates of plutonium production, based on observations of 
@41�Y�)1�>1-/@;>p?�;<1>-@5:3�45?@;>E�-:0�-/@5B5@51?�-@�@41�>1<>;/1??5:3�<8-:@	�>-:31�2>;9�WT�@;�
60 kilograms; accounting for material consumed in nuclear tests, North Korea may currently 
possess about 20 to 40 kilograms of separated plutonium as of 2017.9 North Korea could further 
expand its stockpile of weapons grade plutonium by separating spent fuel produced when its 
Experimental Light Water Reactor (ELWR) is operational. Satellite imagery suggests that North 
Korea began testing the ELWR in 2018,  but as of April 2019 it does not appear to be operational.10

Even greater uncertainty surrounds the country’s production of highly enriched uranium (HEU). 
North Korea is known to operate gas centrifuges for uranium enrichment at a plant in the Yong-
.E;:�:A/81->�/;9<81D�-//;>05:3�@;�'%�5:@188531:/1�;ő/5-8?	� ;>@4��;>1-�-8?;�85718E�;<1>-@1?�
additional clandestine centrifuge facilities. In addition to uncertainty surrounding the number 
of facilities, the operational histories of the centrifuge plants and the uranium enrichment levels 
remain unknown. Sig Hecker, a prominent nuclear physicist that visited the centrifuge facility 
-@�+;:3.E;:� 5:�VTUT	�1?@59-@10� 5:�VTU[� @4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�4-0�<>;0A/10�VYT
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HEU.11 Leaked intelligence assessments from the United States and South Korea reportedly put 
@4-@�:A9.1>�/8;?1�@;�[YT�758;3>-9?�-?�;2�VTUZ�12

Taking into account estimated stockpiles of both separated plutonium and HEU, a leaked re-
<;>@�2>;9�@41�����5:�VTU[�-??1??10�@4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�9-E�4-B1�1:;A34�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8�2;>�ZT�
warheads, a number consistent with open source estimates.13 However, most experts assess that
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nal may be comprised of approximately 10-20 nuclear warheads as of 2018.14 North Korea’s war-
41-0�01?53:?�5:/8A01�C4-@�5?�85718E�-�@C;
?@-31�4E0>;31:�.;9.�C5@4�-�E5180�;2�VTT
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which experts assess North Korea tested in September 2017.15

In 2018, Chairman Kim set mass production of nuclear weapons as a goal for the year, and for 
@41�ŋ>?@�?5D�9;:@4?� ;>@4��;>1-p?�Y�)1�>1-/@;>�-<<1->10�@;�.1�;<1>-@5:3��'%�%1/>1@->E�;2�%@-@1�
�571�";9<1;� /;:ŋ>910� @4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�C-?�<>;0A/5:3�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8�0A>5:3�-� �A8E� VTU\�
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearing.16 Satellite imagery from the latter half of 2018, 
however, indicates that operations at the reactor have halted and do not appear to have resumed 
as of March 2019.17

�@�5?�45348E�85718E�@4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�5?�/;:@5:A5:3�@;�<>;0A/1���'	�.A@�5@?�<>;0A/@5;:�5?�05ő/A8@�@;�
determine with certainty given that uranium enrichment plants do not have the same discern-
able signs of operation that reactors do. Yukiya Amano, then-director-general of the Internation-
-8��@;95/��:1>3E��31:/E�I����J	�?-50�5:��->/4�VTU]�@4-@�@41�-31:/E�;.?1>B10�r5:05/-@5;:?�;2�
the ongoing use of the reported centrifuge enrichment facility.”18

In his 2019 New Year’s Address, Chairman Kim referenced North Korea’s committment to no 
8;:31>�r9-71s�:A/81->�C->41-0?�19 It is unclear if Chairman Kim is referring to what may be 
-�/1??-@5;:�;2�@41�<>;0A/@5;:�;2�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8�;>�@41�-/@A-8�2-.>5/-@5;:�;2�2A18�2;>�-005@5;:-8�
warheads. 

North Korea does not appear to believe that it needs to validate its nuclear warhead designs with 
further testing. Along with the IRBM and ICBM testing moratorium in April 2018, North Korea 
announced it would cease nuclear testing and blew up testing tunnels at its Punggye-ri test site 
the following month. North Korea has not allowed experts to visit the site, so it is unclear if – or 
how quickly – the site and tunnels could be reconstituted or if another test site exists that could 
be used for future testing.  

The Trump Administration’s North Korea Policy

)41:�">1?501:@�&>A9<�@;;7�;ő/1�5:��-:A->E�VTU[	�;A@3;5:3�">1?501:@��->-/7�!.-9-�C->:10�
him that North Korea was the most urgent national security challenge facing the United States.20  
While President Trump has prioritized addressing North Korea’s nuclear weapons program, his 
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policy has been muddled from the onset and often undermined by his own rhetoric and the 
inconsistencies in his administration’s approach and messaging. 

In April 2017, the Trump administration announced that its policy toward North Korea would 
.1�/4->-/@1>5F10�.E�r9-D59A9�<>1??A>1�-:0�1:3-3191:@�s21�&45?�<;85/E�.A58@�;Ŋ�;2�@41�!.-9-�
administration’s approach, which emphasized increasing sanctions and engaging in negotia-
tions if North Korea took steps toward denuclearization. The Trump administration, however, 
01?/>5.10�5@?�-<<>;-/4�-?�-�?53:5ŋ/-:@�01<->@A>1�2>;9�@41�r2-5810s�!.-9-�<;85/E�
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gime was not yet ready to negotiate, but it left the door open for talks if North Korea indicat-
ed a serious interest in diplomacy. Given that assessment, the administration emphasized the 
r9-D59A9�<>1??A>1s�/;9<;:1:@	�C45/4�<>59->58E�2;/A?10�;:�@->31@5:3� ;>@4��;>1-�C5@4�9;>1�
powerful coercive measures and strengthening international support for sanctions. The Trump 
administration has relied heavily on sanctions in its foreign policy to attempt to change state 
behavior. The goal of this pressure-centric approach to North Korea may have been to push 
Chairman Kim to the point that the stability of his regime was at stake, leaving him with no 
choice but to pursue negotiations. Even once negotiations commenced, the Trump administra-
tion continued to pursue additional sanctions directed at North Korea, including in March 2019 
during a stalemate in the talks.22

North Korea’s more aggressive nuclear and missile testing provided the Trump administration 
with ample opportunities to pursue more aggressive UN sanctions. Even states that are gener-
ally reluctant to support sanctions, such as China, supported additional restrictions to increase 
pressure on North Korea. The United States was instrumental in pushing through three UN Se-
curity Council (UNSC) resolutions in the second half of 2017. The resolutions included sectoral 
sanctions on North Korean exports and caps on oil and petroleum imports. These UNSC res-
olutions also banned joint ventures and foreign labor, sources of income for North Korea, and 
isolated the country diplomatically. In addition to UNSC measures, the Trump administration 
and its allies pursued more aggressive unilateral sanctions and continued designating individu-
als and entities for violations. 

On the engagement side, the Trump administration rejected diplomatic outreach prior to a 
large unilateral concession from North Korea as a down payment for negotiations towards rapid 
denuclearization. In April 2017, then-Acting Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia Susan
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fore engaging in talks.23 Later that month, then-US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson told the 
' %��@4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�9A?@�@-71�r/;:/>1@1�?@1<?�@;�>10A/1�@41�@4>1-@�@4-@�5@?�58813-8�:A/81->�
weapons pose” before negotiations could begin.24 He later emphasized a cessation in North Ko-
rea’s nuclear and missile testing as necessary conditions for talks.

A central tenet of the Trump administration’s approach appeared to be focused on gaining Chi-
:1?1�?A<<;>@�2;>�.;@4�@41�<>1??A>1�-:0�1:3-3191:@�<>;:3?�;2�@41�?@>-@13E��'%�;ő/5-8?�?;A34@�
the cooperation of China, North Korea’s largest trading partner, to better enforce existing mea-
sures and to leverage China’s diplomatic relationship with North Korea to convince the latter 
to return to talks. While China supported additional UNSC sanctions and took steps to better 
1:2;>/1�?;91�;2�@4;?1�91-?A>1?	�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�;B1>1?@59-@10��45:-p?�5:ŌA1:/1�;:�
North Korea and misunderstood China’s priorities. 
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tion of military force open. However, President Trump’s overt threats in response to North Kore-
an rhetoric and its advancing missile program, particularly in the second half of 2017, called into 
question the US interest in negotiations, increasing speculation that the United States intended 
to pursue preventive military strikes to impede further advancement of North Korea’s ICBM 
<>;3>-9��!:��A3A?@�\	�VTU[	�">1?501:@�&>A9<�<>;95?10�rŋ>1�-:0�2A>E�8571�@41�C;>80�4-?�:1B1>�
seen” if North Korea continued to threaten the United States.25 Several days later, after North 
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are now fully in place, locked and loaded, should North Korea act unwisely.”26 The following 
month at the UN General Assembly, against the advice of his advisors, President Trump threat-
1:10�@;�r@;@-88E�01?@>;E� ;>@4��;>1-s�52�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�C1>1�2;>/10�@;�0121:0�5@?182�27 These 
explicit references to military action contradicted Secretary Tillerson’s prior assurances that the 
US pressure campaign did not seek to kinetically attack or topple the Kim regime and that mil-
itary options would be pursued only if diplomacy failed. The vague nature of the threats also 
?53:5ŋ/-:@8E�5:/>1-?10�@41�>5?7�;2�/;:Ō5/@�@4>;A34�1?/-8-@5;:�;>�95?/-8/A8-@5;:��

While President Trump credits his pressure-based strategy with pushing North Korea to nego-
@5-@1	�@41�r9-D59A9�<>1??A>1s�-<<>;-/4�0;1?�:;@�-<<1->�@;�4-B1�.11:�@41�01/505:3�2-/@;>�5:�
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States. The Trump administration was successful in increasing economic pressure on North Ko-
rea, but by late 2017 the sanctions regime was nowhere near pushing the country to the breaking 
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point, nor were negotiations the only course open for Chairman Kim to preserve his regime. 
Over time, sanctions may have generated enough pressure to push North Korea’s leaders to the 
table, but that conclusion is questionable given North Korea’s success in evading sanctions and 
the regime’s willingness to tolerate economic pain. However, in late 2017, before North Korea felt 
the full impact of the new UN sanctions, South Korean President Moon Jae In made diplomatic 
;B1>@A>1?�@;� ;>@4��;>1-��">1?501:@�&>A9<p?�B-3A1�9585@->E�@4>1-@?�-:0�@41�21->�;2�/;:Ō5/@�85718E�
contributed to President Moon’s decision to pursue talks. At that point, however, Chairman Kim 
may have felt that he could engage in negotiations with the United States from a position of 
strength, having tested an ICBM capable of reaching the US mainland and declared the strate-
gic objectives of North Korea’s nuclear weapons program met. 

President Moon’s outreach and an agreement between President Moon and Chairman Kim to 
meet in April 2018 precipitated the Trump administration’s sudden shift to diplomacy. While the 
Trump administration continued its pressure plus engagement strategy, it began de-emphasiz-
ing the pressure component publicly, putting more emphasis on negotiations. Despite this shift, 
the Trump administration struggled to articulate consistently its engagement strategy and the 
scope of the talks, weakening its credibility.  

Before and after the Singapore summit, the Trump administration asserted that complete de-
nuclearization would remain the goal of any negotiating process with North Korea and that the 
United States would not accept any freeze or partial dismantlement of the country’s nuclear 
weapons program. 
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peninsula.”28 This document situated denuclearization within the context of a broader trans-
formation of the US-North Korean relationship. The Trump administration may have decid-
ed to begin negotiations with a head-of-state level summit to demonstrate its recognition that 
01:A/81->5F-@5;:�C;A80�;:8E�@-71�<8-/1�C5@45:�-�.>;-01>�r9;>1�2;>�9;>1s�01-8�@4-@�-00>1??10�
a broad range of issues beyond the nuclear weapons program, but in all likelihood President 
Trump’s ego and preference for summitry played into the decision. 

Despite the language agreed to in Singapore, the Trump administration has not clearly artic-
ulated how establishing better US-North Korean relations as the overarching aim for negotia-
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The Trump administration does not appear to be regularly consulting with allies on US actions 
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discussing such steps with President Moon.29 Actions like this, along with President Trump’s 
demands that allies pay a greater share for basing US troops, place strain on US alliances.  

Post-Singapore, despite modifying US-South Korean exercises that North Korea views as provoc-
ative, the Trump administration appears to retain a singular focus on denuclearization as the US 
goal of the process. In contrast, North Korea interpreted the Singapore results as a commitment 
by the two countries to pursue simultaneous steps that address both denuclearization and peace 
and security on the peninsula. While the Trump administration has repeatedly stated that its fo-
cus is denuclearization, it has failed to articulate consistently what denuclearization constitutes 
and the timeframe for achieving it. In the lead-up to the Singapore summit, Secretary Pompeo 
>15@1>-@10�@4-@�@41�8;:3
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(CVID) of North Korea’s nuclear program remained the US objective. In August 2018, the Trump 
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of North Korea and set the expectation that FFVD could be largely accomplished before the end 
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In both the CVID and FFVD constructs, it is unclear what categories of ballistic missiles would 
be included as part of the denuclearization process and if North Korea would be allowed to re-
tain a civil nuclear program. After the Hanoi summit, then-US National Security Advisor John 
�;8@;:�2A>@41>�/;9<85/-@10�@41�01ŋ:5@5;:�.E�?@-@5:3�@4-@�r/;9<81@1�01:A/81->5F-@5;:s�1:/;9-
passes North Korea’s entire ballistic missile program and its chemical and biological weapons.30 

It also became clear post-Singapore that President Trump and Chairman Kim did not agree on 
C4-@�/;:?@5@A@1?�r01:A/81->5F-@5;:�;2�@41��;>1-:�<1:5:?A8-�s��:�@1?@59;:E�@;�@41�%1:-@1��;>153:�
Relations Committee in July 2018, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo acknowledged that there 
C-?�:;�-3>1191:@�;:�-�01ŋ:5@5;:�;2�@41�@1>9�31 At the Hanoi summit, the Trump administration 
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that it include all weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programs.32

North Korea, however, has given no indication that it will include chemical and biological weap-
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more broadly to include a prohibition of US nuclear weapons in the region, the removal of US 
personnel trained on nuclear weapons from South Korea, and an end to threats of nuclear use.33    

&41�ŋ>?@�?A995@�-8?;�2-5810�@;�1?@-.85?4�-:�-3>110
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declaration’s goals, which contributed to the stalemate in negotiations post-Singapore and again 
post-Hanoi. Initially, the Trump administration insisted on the complete denuclearization of 
North Korea prior to lifting any sanctions or addressing North Korea’s security concerns. After 
%1/>1@->E�";9<1;p?�B5?5@�@;� ;>@4��;>1-�2>;9��A8E�Y�@4>;A34�[	�VTU\�}@41�ŋ>?@�911@5:3�;2�'%�
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the spirit of the North-U.S. summit meeting.”34

There are some indications that the Trump administration began shifting away from its previ-
ous approach in late 2018, appearing more willing to put inducements on the table early in the 
talks in return for more modest, but still meaningful, steps by North Korea to halt and roll back 
its nuclear weapons program. In January 2019, US Special Envoy to North Korea Steve Biegun 
?-50�@4-@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�5?�r<>1<->10�@;�05?/A??�9-:E�-/@5;:?�@4-@�/;A80�418<�.A580�@>A?@�.1-
tween our two countries.”35 Biegun also indicated that the Trump administration was moving 
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denuclearization (reportedly Secretary Pompeo’s demand at the July 2018 meeting in North Ko-
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Ahead of working-level meetings in Stockholm in October 2019, the Trump administration ap-
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the US negotiating team intended to put time-bound relief from select UN sectoral sanctions on 
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President Trump’s willingness to take incremental steps, however, appears to be contingent on 
a more detailed agreement outlining the end-state of denuclearization. This position became 
clearer after the Hanoi summit in February 2019, when President Trump said the United States 
5?�<>5;>5@5F5:3�-�r.53�01-8�s37�&41�r.53�01-8s�">1?501:@�&>A9<�5?�019-:05:3�0;1?�:;@�-<<1->�@;�.1�
a comprehensive agreement that addresses the broader US-North Korean relationship but rath-
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agreement in place, the Trump administration would then take parallel steps addressing North
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Korea’s security concerns as North Korea took steps to denuclearize. South Korean Foreign Min-
5?@1>��-:3��EA:3
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agreement with phased, simultaneous and parallel implementation.”38 President Trump has 
not articulated if or when the United States would seek to address other issues that fall under 
the broad goals agreed to in Singapore, including conventional and sub-conventional threats to 
the United States and its allies.

North Korea has rejected President Trump’s approach and wants to pursue a step-by-step pro-
cess that addresses the Singapore’s summit’s goals simultaneously and includes early relief from 
economic sanctions. After the Hanoi summit, North Korean Foreign Minister Ri Yong Ho said 
@4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�-?710�2;>�>18512�2>;9�' �?-:/@5;:?�@4-@�r4-9<1>�@41�/5B585-:�1/;:;9E�-:0�@41�
livelihood of our people” in return for dismantlement of Yongbyon under US inspections and 
a permanent halt to nuclear and ballistic missile testing.39 Chairman Kim told the Supreme 
People’s Assembly on April 12 that he will continue to engage in negotiations with the United 
%@-@1?	�.A@�41�-8?;�?-50�@4-@�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�4-?�@;�4-B1�@41�r>534@�?@-:/1s�-:0�r91@4-
odology.”40 
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October 2019 does not appear to have been enough of a concession from North Korea’s per-
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Korean delegation] and sapped our appetite for negotiations,” reiterating the threat to resume 
nuclear and missile testing if the US did not change its approach by the end of the year.41

Opportunities and Risks
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term is not a realistic prospect. The ongoing talks could produce concrete steps that reduce 
risk and make progress toward denuclearization by 2021, but the window for progress is rapidly 
closing given the 2020 US presidential election. While Chairman Kim’s intention to fully and 
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imbalanced in North Korea’s favor, but it does indicate his willingness to take concrete steps to-
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ibility in the Trump administration’s approach since Bolton was a strong proponent of requiring 
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tions from a top-down, head-of-state process to one that empowers negotiating teams increase 
the risk that the talks will not resume or will fail to make meaningful progress. Beginning nego-
tiations with a Trump-Kim summit may have been necessary to convince North Korea that the 
United States was serious about negotiations and willing to address North Korea’s interest in a 
new relationship with the United States — the US intelligence community has long assessed 
that North Korea is unlikely to give up its WMDs absent a transformation in the US-North Kore-
an relationship — but such a summit was ill-suited to the detailed, highly-technical discussions 
necessary to advance denuclearization. President Trump appears to have given Biegun space to 
negotiate, but President Trump’s history of undercutting his negotiators raises questions about 
Biegun’s credibility and authority in North Korea. 

Chairman Kim also appears unwilling to empower his negotiators to discuss in detail the steps 
North Korea is willing to take to roll back its nuclear weapons program. Additionally, North Ko-
rean statements following the Singapore and Hanoi summits, which blamed Secretary Pompeo 
and Bolton for preventing progress, appear to be aimed at convincing President Trump that ne-
gotiations will advance only with the direct leadership of President Trump himself. North Korea 
may be playing to President Trump’s ego and desire to demonstrate success by repeatedly assert-
ing that only President Trump has the vision and courage to conclude a deal.42 Chairman Kim’s 
preference for engaging directly with President Trump may also be driven by the perception 
@4-@�@41�'%�:13;@5-@5:3�@1-9�0;1?�:;@�4-B1�?Aő/51:@�/>105.585@E�;>�01/5?5;:
9-75:3�-A@4;>5@E	�
particularly given the President Trump administration’s mixed messages on North Korea policy. 
President Trump’s decision to attend a second summit and meet Chairman Kim at the demili-
tarized zone (DMZ) in June 2019 despite the absence of tangible progress on denuclearization 
indicates that North Korea’s strategy may be working. Continuing to negotiate at a head-of-state 
level increases the risk that President Trump will continue to pursue maximalist demands for a 
r.53�01-8s�@4-@�->1�A:-//1<@-.81�@;� ;>@4��;>1-�;>�@4-@�41�C588�-//1<@�/;?91@5/�/;995@91:@?�;>�
half-measures from North Korea that leave the core of North Korea’s nuclear weapons program 
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in place. 
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will collapse or fail to produce tangible results. Chairman Kim is threatening to resume testing if 
the United States does not modify its approach to negotiations by the end of 2019. North Korea’s 
decision to resume short-range ballistic missile launches in May 2019, after about 17 months of 
not testing ballistic missile systems, was likely motivated in part to demonstrate Chairman Kim’s 
resolve.43 President Trump’s failure to condemn these tests as violations of UNSC resolutions 
that jeopardize future negotiations risks normalizing North Korea’s illicit ballistic missile activ-
ities. 

While President Trump has downplayed these initial tests, any resumption of long-range missile 
or nuclear testing increases the risk of negotiations collapsing and of a US preventive military 
strike. Shortly before his appointment as National Security Advisor, Bolton argued that North 
�;>1-p?�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�<>;3>-9�-:0�-0B-:/5:3� �����/-<-.585@51?� 813-88E� 6A?@5ŋ10�C4-@�41�
01?/>5.10�-?�<>119<@5B1�9585@->E�?@>571?���;8@;:�?@-@10�@4-@	�r35B1:�@41�3-<?�5:�'�%��5:@188531:/1�
about North Korea, we should not wait until the very last minute. That would risk striking after 
the North has deliverable nuclear weapons, a much more dangerous situation.”44 

Despite its threats to recommence testing, North Korea may not want to risk any scenario that 
increases the likelihood of a military strike or reconstituted pressure campaign, especially given 
Chairman Kim’s assessment that North Korea’s nuclear weapons program meets its strategic 
:110?�-:0�5?�/A>>1:@8E�.1:1ŋ@5:3�2>;9�>18-D10�?-:/@5;:?�1:2;>/191:@��'%�;ő/5-8?�4-B1�501:@5-
ŋ10�-�01/>1-?1�5:�1:2;>/191:@�;2�'%�-:0�' �?-:/@5;:?�-3-5:?@� ;>@4��;>1-�?5:/1�@41�%5:3-<;>1�
?A995@�@4-@�4-?�.1:1ŋ@10� ;>@4��;>1-p?�1/;:;9E�45  The decline in sanctions implementation 
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Korea” after the Singapore meeting and by North Korea’s moratorium on long-range missile 
and nuclear testing. As such, Chairman Kim may choose to continue quietly expanding North 
Korea’s nuclear arsenal without engaging in provocations that would likely lead to the resump-
tion of more stringent sanctions enforcement and give the Trump administration an excuse to 
launch a military strike. 

Another possible scenario is that North Korea draws out the talks by continuing to make limit-
ed, more cosmetic concessions that allow President Trump to claim progress but do not mean-
ingfully reduce the threat posed by North Korea’s nuclear weapons program. North Korea’s par-
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tial dismantlement of missile tests sites, which President Trump has held up as a success in 
the talks, falls into the category of actions with symbolic resonance in the United States that 
have little impact on North Korea’s nuclear weapons capabilities. This strategy plays in North 
Korea’s favor, allowing the country to retain its nuclear weapons, continue the quantitative and 
=A-85@-@5B1�1D<-:?5;:�;2�5@?�->?1:-8	�-:0�.1:1ŋ@�2>;9�@41�-<<1->-:/1�;2�1:3-35:3�5:�91-:5:32A8�
diplomacy. 
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Alexandra Bell
Seventy years ago, the number of nuclear weapons states in the world went from one to two. 
From that moment on, reducing the risk of nuclear war became the most pressing and import-
ant matter on every US president’s desk. Fortunately for President Donald Trump, his predeces-
sors took many steps to control the spread of the deadliest weapons ever created.
 
�E�@41�8-@1�U]ZT?	�ŋB1�:-@5;:?�4-0�-/=A5>10�:A/81->�C1-<;:?	�-:0�9-:E�21->10�@4-@�0;F1:?�9;>1�
would follow suit. Faced with that danger, world leaders created the Treaty on the Non-Prolifer-
ation of Nuclear Weapons, also known as the Non-Proliferation Treaty or NPT.
 
Upon signing the NPT on behalf of the United States, President Lyndon B. Johnson noted that 
@41�/>1-@5;:�;2�@41�-3>1191:@�C-?�<>;;2�@4-@�r>1-?;:�-:0�?-:5@Es�4-0�<>1B-5810�;B1>�r0-:31>�-:0�
21->�s��:0110	�-?�41�?-50	�5@�C-?�@41�r=A51@�C;>7?�;2�05<8;9-/Es�-:0�r<-@51:@�-:0�<-5:?@-75:3�:1-
gotiation” that brought the world back from the nuclear brink. He knew the road ahead would 
:;@�.1�1-?E�|�-:0�41�C-?�>534@�|�.A@	�:1B1>@4181??	�41�.1851B10�@4-@�C1�/;A80�r?@588�?4-<1�G;A>H�
destiny in the nuclear age.”1

 
&41� "&	�01?<5@1�5@?�Ō-C?	�4-?�?1>B10�@41�5:@1>:-@5;:-8�/;99A:5@E�C188�� ;C�ŋ2@E�E1->?�8-@1>	�5@�
is hard to imagine where the world would be without it.

Fifty years, however, is long enough for any agreement to fray, and the NPT is no exception. The 
problem now is that the very fabric of the landmark agreement is starting to tear at the seams. 
��@-@@1>10�-:0�@;>:� "&�-Ŋ1/@?�1B1>E�;@41>�@>1-@E	�-3>1191:@	�-:0�/;;<1>-@5B1�91-?A>1�C1�4-B1�
created to control the nuclear threat. Repairing the damage would be a tall order for any US 
81-01>	�.A@�5@�5?�<>;B5:3�1?<1/5-88E�05ő/A8@�2;>�">1?501:@�&>A9<�-:0�45?�-095:5?@>-@5;:�

The nuclear challenges facing the Trump administration fall into three broad categories: the 
>18-@5;:?45<�.1@C11:�'%�:A/81->�<;85/51?�-:0�@41� "&�@41�>135;:-8�/;:Ō5/@?�@4-@�-Ŋ1/@�:A/81->�
nonproliferation; and the growing impatience with the lack of progress on disarmament. Many 
;2�@41?1�/4-881:31?�1D5?@10�8;:3�.12;>1�">1?501:@�&>A9<�@;;7�;ő/1�-:0�C588�>19-5:�8;:3�-2@1>�
he leaves. Cognizant of the multi-layered nature of the problems, the administration has under-
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and nuclear experts are indeed working to support and sustain the structures that have slowed 
and rolled back nuclear weapons stockpiles and related technologies. Unfortunately, because 
:;@45:3�4-<<1:?�5:�-�B-/AA9	�@41�59<8191:@-@5;:�;2�@41?1�<;85/51?�4-?�<>;B1:�9;>1�05ő/A8@�
 
As we approach the 2020 NPT Review Conference (RevCon), the next conference in the NPT’s 
ŋB1
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for the global arms control and nonproliferation architecture. For example, it is hard for the 
United States to champion multilateral nonproliferation agreements when it has violated its 
own commitment to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) against the advice of al-
851?�-:0�1D<1>@?���@�5?�05ő/A8@�2;>�;@41>�?@-@1?�@;�.1851B1�@4-@�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�5?�/;995@@10�@;�5@?�
international obligations when the Trump administration abandons treaties and agreements at 
a dizzying clip. It is almost impossible for US diplomats to be taken seriously in a negotiation 
C41:�@415>�<>1?501:@�?-E?�41�5?�r@41�;:8E�;:1�@4-@�9-@@1>?�s2

 
There are steps that the administration can take to help stabilize the global nonproliferation 
regime; however, over two years into his term, it is President Trump himself who could derail 
even the best laid plans to reduce nuclear threats.
 
US Nuclear Policies and the NPT
 
�:�5@?�VTU\� A/81->�";?@A>1�$1B51C�I "$J	�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�-ő>910�@4-@�r@41� A/81->�
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) is a cornerstone of the nuclear non-proliferation regime.”3  The 
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weapons outside the Treaty.” While general support for the NPT was welcome, even if it seemed 
like an afterthought in the document, the lack of emphasis on the disarmament commitments 
laid out in Article VI of the NPT was not lost on any outside observers or nuclear weapons states. 
Rather, the approach to arms control and disarmament laid out in the NPR was passive and 
/;:05@5;:-8��"4>-?1?� 8571�r<>1<->10�@;�/;:?501>s�-:0�r>19-5:�>1/1<@5B1�@;s� 2A@A>1�-3>1191:@?�
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measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race. There is nothing that precludes the 
Trump administration from making nonproliferation a priority, but abrogating a leadership role 
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on disarmament will have consequences.  
 
The NPR did reiterate the negative security assurances outlined in the Obama administration’s 
VTUT� A/81->�";?@A>1�$1B51C	��<81035:3�:;@�@;�A?1�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�;:�r:;:
:A/81->�C1-<;:?�
states that are party to the NPT and in compliance with their nuclear non-proliferation obliga-
tions.”4 However, these assurances were followed by a new, major caveat. The Trump adminis-
@>-@5;:�>1?1>B10�r@41�>534@�@;�9-71�-:E�-06A?@91:@�5:�@41�-??A>-:/1�@4-@�9-E�.1�C->>-:@10�.E�
the evolution and proliferation of non-nuclear strategic attack technologies and U.S. capabili-
ties to counter that threat.”5�&45?�/-B1-@�-:0�5@?�8-/7�;2�?<1/5ŋ/�01ŋ:5@5;:�;2�r:;:
:A/81->�?@>-@1-
gic attack” devalues the assurance to non-nuclear weapons states.  

The most problematic part of the Trump administration nuclear policy plan was the call for 
r?A<<8191:@-8s�:A/81->�/-<-.585@51?�01?53:10�@;�01-8�C5@4�?A<<;?10�3-<?�5:�@41�'%�-.585@E�@;�
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existing SLBM warheads to provide a low-yield option, and in the longer term, pursue a mod-
ern nuclear-armed sea-launched cruise missile (SLCM).”6 Among many non-nuclear weapons 
states, any new nuclear capabilities, coupled with a nuclear modernization budget that con-
tinues to balloon, demonstrate a direct turn away from the drive to reduce the role of nuclear 
weapons in the US defense strategy.7

 
Still, the Trump administration has taken public steps to support the NPT, including by hosting 
-�0-E
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the NPT, though more recent statements have focused more on what the United States thinks 
is wrong with the global nonproliferation regime rather than on what it hopes to see and will 
work to achieve.9

On a positive note, the Department of State continues to work with international partners on 
@41� �:@1>:-@5;:-8�"->@:1>?45<� 2;>� A/81->��5?->9-91:@�(1>5ŋ/-@5;:� I�" �(J��&45?� 5:5@5-@5B1	�
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to address those challenges.”10 Interested states have formed working groups to enable deeper 
05B1?�;:�@41�?A.61/@�9-@@1>	�5:/8A05:3�9;:5@;>5:3�-:0�B1>5ŋ/-@5;:	�;:
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nical challenges and solutions. The Nuclear Threat Initiative, a non-governmental organization, 
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scope of work in the future.11 In a blow to the initiative, Russia and China announced that they 
will no longer participate, but that should not be allowed to disrupt the progress made or the 
plans ahead.12 The next generation of nuclear arms-control agreements will require better veri-
ŋ/-@5;:�@;;8?	�?;�?A<<;>@�2;>�-:0�<->@5/5<-@5;:�5:�@41�5:5@5-@5B1�5?�05>1/@8E�>18-@10�@;�@41�8;:3
@1>9�
health of the NPT and must be continued. 

The Trump administration has also continued to participate in disarmament-focused meetings 
with the other four NPT-recognized nuclear weapons states: China, France, Russia, and the 
':5@10��5:30;9��&41?1�911@5:3?	�;2@1:�>121>>10�@;�-?�@41�"Y�<>;/1??	�C1>1�5:5@5-@10�6A?@�.12;>1�
the 2010 NPT Review Conference and focus on disarmament commitments outlined in the NPT. 
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US announcement of its withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty. 
Russia and China pointed to the Trump administration’s 2019 Missile Defense Review as the 
harbinger of a potential arms race, conveniently ignoring their own investments in new nuclear 
and conventional delivery systems and Russia’s violation of the INF Treaty. Russia and China 
also spoke of closer Russia-China strategic stability ties.13�)4581�@41�"Y�<>;/1??�/;:@5:A1?	�5@�5?�
clear that the discord among the NPT nuclear weapons states is real and growing. 

Regional Challenges
 
&41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�/>105@?�05?/;>0�-9;:3�?@-@1?� 2;>� @41� 8-/7�;2�<>;3>1??�;:� 2A8ŋ885:3�
disarmament commitments as laid out in Article VI of the NPT. Nuclear disarmament, they con-
tend, cannot be divorced from threats presented by the larger geopolitical environment. They 
2-B;>�-�/;:05@5;:?
.-?10�;>�r/;:05@5;:?
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regional tensions in advance of any further nuclear reductions.14 That nuclear arms control is 
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The testing ground for this question will be the Creating the Environment for Nuclear Disarma-
ment (CEND) initiative.15 Still in its early stages, the CEND process will include working groups 
2;/A?10�;:�?<1/5ŋ/�@;<5/?�>18-@5:3�@;�?1/A>5@E�?5@A-@5;:?�@4-@�-Ŋ1/@�<>;3>1??�;:�->9?�/;:@>;8�-:0�
nonproliferation. The Trump administration hopes to show progress on this initiative before the 
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More than a few observers are skeptical of this initiative given the extremely high bar initially
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set by the administration’s 2018 working paper on the necessary conditions for disarmament.16 

That said, given this administration’s seeming distaste for international cooperation, the CEND 
represents a small hope that the United States is not completely ignoring its NPT Article VI 
commitments. 

Of course, even if the CEND produces results, there are regional issues that have and will con-
tinue to threaten the health of the NPT, including the elusive Middle East Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Free Zone (MEWMDFZ). Attempts to create such a zone have been ongoing for 
;B1>�@C;�01/-01?	�-:0�@41�1Ŋ;>@�-/@A-88E�01>-5810�/;:?1:?A?�-@�@41�VTUY� "&�$1B�;:�17 At the 
United Nations First Committee meeting in the fall of 2018, multiple nations in the Middle East 
backed a resolution to convene a MEWMDFZ conference in 2019 without an agenda approved 
.E�-88�>181B-:@�<->@51?�I?<1/5ŋ/-88E��?>-18J�5:�@41�>135;:�18 The United States voted against that 
resolution despite its stated support for the zone in principle.19

A MEWMDFZ conference was convened in 2019 without the participation of the United States 
or Israel. It is not clear how the Trump administration plans to deal with this issue in the lead up 
to the 2020 RevCon. Suggestions for progress abound, including proposals for a regional nucle-
->�1D<8;?5B1�@1?@5:3�9;>-@;>5A9�;>�&>-/7�U�Y�-:0�&>-/7�V�05-8;3A1?�20 Some recommend moving 
@41�1Ŋ;>@�@;�-/451B1�-�/;:21>1:/1�;A@?501�;2�.A@�/;:/A>>1:@�@;�@41� "&�>1B51C�<>;/1??�21 No mat-
@1>�@41�:-@A>1�;2�@41�-<<>;-/4	�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�4-?�@;�0;�9;>1�@4-:�B;@1�r:;s�;:�>1?;8A@5;:?��
In fact, the Trump administration should use its unusually strong relationships in the region to 
encourage states to salvage consensus points and begin a dialogue on a conference agenda that 
would suit all parties. At the very least, the United States should counsel these close partners 
against using this issue to completely derail the RevCon proceedings in 2020.

If zero progress is made in dealing with the MEWMDFZ, the weight of the challenges facing 
the NPT might again crush consensus and drive more non-nuclear weapons states to doubt the 
/;:@5:A10�1Ŋ1/@5B1:1??�;2�@41�@>1-@E��
 
Growing Impatience with Disarmament
 
In all fairness, the working-level leaders and experts in the Trump administration are trying to 
9-71�@41�.1?@�;2�-�?5@A-@5;:�@4-@�1D5?@10�.12;>1�@41E�1:@1>10�;ő/1��&41� "&�4-?�.11:�A:01>�
0A>1??�2;>�?;91�@591���:�U]]Y	�-2@1>�-�4->0
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Nearly a quarter century later, the patience of non-nuclear weapons states is wearing thin in the 
face of unmet expectations. The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty has yet to enter into 
2;>/1	� -� @>1-@E� @;�1:0�C1-<;:?
3>-01�ŋ??581�9-@1>5-8�<>;0A/@5;:�4-?� ?@-8810	� -:0�'%
$A??5-:�
strategic stability is at its lowest point in over thirty years. There is more than one president 
or country responsible for the lack of progress. However, the bulk of the blame rests with the 
United States and Russia for the simple fact that the two countries still possess over 90% of the 
world’s nuclear weapons. 

%;91�:;C�?11�@41� "&�-?�2A:0-91:@-88E�Ō-C10�-:0�-�@;;8�2;>�?59<8E�9-5:@-5:5:3�@41�?@-@A?�
quo. Indeed, the lack of progress on disarmament has created a divide in the NPT that parties 
will simply have to manage, rather than mend, at least for the time being. 

Of course, the lack of progress also spurred support for the nuclear ban movement, which ulti-
mately resulted in the negotiation of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW). 
Following the adoption of the TPNW at the United Nations in July 2017, the United States, 
�>-:/1	�-:0�@41�':5@10��5:30;9�5??A10�-�?@-@191:@�01/8->5:3�@4-@�@41�:A/81->�.-:�r05?>13->0?�
the realities of the international security environment.”23 Ironically, then-US Ambassador to the 
' � 5775��-81E�-8?;�-??1>@10�@4-@�:;�;:1�C;A80�.1851B1�r@4-@� ;>@4��;>1-�C;A80�-3>11�@;�-�.-:�
on nuclear weapons” as one of the reasons the TPNW was a bad treaty.24 A nuclear-free North 
Korea ostensibly remains a top priority for President Trump.

While the Obama administration also opposed the TPNW, the amount of dismissive language 
A?10�.E�'%�;ő/5-8?�@;C->0?�@41�&" )�4-?�5:/>1-?10�A:01>�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:���;>�1D-
-9<81	�B->5;A?�;ő/5-8�?<11/41?�@4>;A34;A@�VTU\�5:/8A010�@41�2;88;C5:3�@1>9?��rC5882A88E�.85:0	s�
r?:-71
;58�/A>1	s�r19<@E�-:0�05B5?5B1�B5>@A1�?53:-85:3	s�r/;:05@5;:?
.85:0�-.?;8A@5?9	s�r?@1>581�
/>A?-01	s�-:0�@41�;2@
>1<1-@10�r9-35/-8�@45:75:3�s25 Objecting to the TPNW and even believing 
it could be a danger to the NPT do not require the use of condescending language. That type of 
:11081??�01>5?5;:�9-71?�-�/;:?@>A/@5B1�05-8;3A1�1D@>1918E�05ő/A8@��

The TPNW might enter into force before or shortly after the 2020 RevCon. The Trump admin-
5?@>-@5;:�:110?�@;�05?/;A>-31�@41�?8534@�.A@�0-:31>;A?�<;??5.585@E�;2�r2;>A9�?4;<<5:3	s�5:�C45/4�
ban-supporting countries might decide to choose to be a part of the TPNW while shirking their 
;.853-@5;:?�@;�@41� "&���1?<5@1�5@?�Ō-C?	�@41� "&�>19-5:?�@41�9;?@�59<;>@-:@�:A/81->
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treaty, and its devaluation will not help to reduce nuclear risks. At the same time, the Trump ad-
ministration should not exclusively focus on the argument that the TPNW will undermine the
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existing arms-control and nonproliferation regime. The Trump administration, through its own 
C;>0?�-:0�0110?	�4-?�5@?182�A:01>95:10�@4-@�>13591�-:0�C588�:;@�ŋ:0�9-:E�?E9<-@41@5/�1->?�-@�
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erables rather than on policies with which it disagrees. In the end, if there is a real concern that 
TPNW advocates are undermining the NPT, then the administration needs to be talking with 
them, not about them.

The Road to the 2020 RevCon

)4581�?;91�5??A1?�C1>1�.1E;:0�@41�/;:@>;8�;2�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�-:0�-�21C�1Ŋ;>@?�;B1>�
the past two and a half years have been positive, the overall prospects for a positive RevCon in 
2020 are low. The United States cannot assume that focusing on nonproliferation or the peace-
ful uses of nuclear energy will be enough to avert a disaster. If the United States values the NPT, 
then it needs to respect that all of the commitments in the treaty are equally important. There 
are steps that could demonstrate US support for that concept. 

First, messages must be consistent throughout the government and at the White House. Indeed, 
this goes for any nuclear weapons state: mixed messages and world-ending weaponry are two 
things that should never be combined. That is easier said than done, particularly when the bulk 
of mixed messages from the US come directly from President Trump himself. 

��ŋ>9�@;:1�5?�-<<>;<>5-@1�35B1:�@41�/4-881:31?�2-/5:3�@41� "&	�.A@�@41>1�5?�:;�>1-?;:�@;�1:3-31�
in patronizing, angry, or dismissive quips. No amount of scorn will make the TPNW disappear. 
Its most ardent supporters want to see prompt and complete disarmament, and they are not 
likely to waiver in their pursuit. The plan should not be to change hearts and minds but to create 
the space for discussion on shared goals. 

Second, the Trump administration should be prepared to be questioned about its inconsistent 
approach to nonproliferation problems. Two dangerous rips in the NPT fabric are the nuclear 
programs of North Korea and Iran. The Trump administration is dealing with these two chal-
81:31?�5:�/;9<81@18E�05Ŋ1>1:@�C-E?�
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changed course with regard to North Korea. Breaking with the longstanding idea that a direct 
meeting with North Korea should be a closely guarded bargaining chip, President Trump met
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with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un in June 2018. The second meeting between the leaders 
happened in February 2019, though it was widely considered a failure. Months then passed, and, 
despite a Trump-Kim handshake at the demilitarized zone (DMZ) and another round of work-
ing-level talks, there have been no substantive steps towards North Korean denuclearization. 
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was working. That assessment was backed by the US intelligence community and the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency well into 2019.26 Unfortunately, the maximum pressure campaign 
pushed by the Trump administration has undermined the agreement to the point that it now 
nears total collapse. No matter what the future holds, the specious reasons for US withdrawal 
2>;9�@41�-3>1191:@�C588�ŋ:0�85@@81�?A<<;>@�-@�@41�VTVT�$1B�;:��)41:�5@�/;91?�@;�@41�&>A9<�
administration’s dealings with North Korea and Iran, the inconsistency in approaches is sure to 
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Third, the Trump administration must consider qualitative arms-control measures when op-
portunities for quantitative arms-control measures are in short supply. For example, the White 
House could push the Senate to provide its advice and consent to the three nuclear-weapons-free 
zone protocols that are currently idling in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The Trump 
-095:5?@>-@5;:�/;A80�-8?;�<A@�9;>1�1Ŋ;>@�5:@;�:1C�501-?�-:0�<>;61/@?�2;>�@41�"Y	�<1>4-<?�2;/A?-
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nuclear issues, like the futility of nuclear war or the need to maintain a global moratorium on 
nuclear testing.  

Fourth, it is important for the administration to maintain a competent and complete leadership 
team. The Special Representative of the President for Nuclear Non-proliferation, who has the 
>-:7�;2��9.-??-0;>�-:0�5?�;2@1:�/-8810�@41� "&��9.-??-0;>	�;:8E�>1/15B10�/;:ŋ>9-@5;:�5:�@41�
summer of 2019. That left the Ambassador with less than a year to build relationships with other 
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Under Secretary for Arms Control and International Security and an Assistant Secretary for 
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While these steps can help to better manage what is likely to be a contentious review conference
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of the NPT, the biggest elephant in the room will be the deteriorating security relationship be-
tween the United States and Russia. The INF Treaty met an ignominious end in August 2019. 
Attempts to engage in broad-based strategic stability conversations have been unsuccessful. 

In addition, the United States is trying to tie formal talks about extension of the New Strategic 
Arms Reduction Treaty (New START) to broader talks about strategic stability with both Russia 
and China.27 This move is yet another development that could lead to the further unravelling of 
the NPT. New START, strongly endorsed by US intelligence and military communities, is work-
ing and represents the last bulwark against a renewed US-Russian arms race. Leaders in the 
United States and Russia would be foolish to abandon a useful, functioning treaty that serves 
the national security interests of each country. It would be doubly foolish to assume that other 
<->@51?�@;�@41� "&�C;A80�?11�@41�8-/7�;2�1D@1:?5;:�-?�-:E@45:3�.A@�-:�-Ŋ>;:@�@;��>@5/81�(���

The Trump administration is actually under pressure from the US Congress to slow the de-
terioration of US leadership on arms control and nonproliferation issues.28 Under the leader-
ship of its new chairman, Adam Smith, the House Armed Services Committee is asking serious 
questions about US nuclear force posture, perhaps demonstrating to NPT parties that US views 
are not monolithic. Unfortunately, no amount of action from congressional leaders will distract 
from the Trump administration’s nuclear policy choices.

The Future of the NPT

A half-century ago, the world overcame decades of hostility and fear to weave together the NPT. 
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while pressuring nuclear weapons states to reduce their arsenals. A quarter-century ago, the 
<->@51?� @;� @41� "&� @;;7�-� 81-<�;2� 2-5@4	� 1D@1:05:3� @41�-3>1191:@� 5:01ŋ:5@18E��">;95?1?�C1>1�
.>;71:�;>�>19-5:�A:2A8ŋ8810	�-:0�@;0-E�@41�2A@A>1�;2�@41� "&�8;;7?�.81-7���@�@41�?-91�@591	�'%�
leadership on reducing global nuclear threats is faltering. 

It is not too late to change course. There are rational, reasonable choices that the Trump admin-
istration can make to support and strengthen the NPT. 

However, if the United States decides that it cannot or will not prevent apathy, anger, and arro-
gance from permeating the 2020 NPT RevCon proceedings, the world may witness the shred-
ding of the world’s most important nuclear agreement. 
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Nickolas Roth
An act of nuclear terrorism anywhere in the world would be a humanitarian, economic, and 
political catastrophe.1 This is why reducing the risk of nuclear terrorism has been a priority for 
1B1>E�'%�<>1?501:@�2;>�9;>1�@4-:�@C;�01/-01?��&41�9;?@�1Ŋ1/@5B1�?@>-@13E�2;>�>10A/5:3�@45?�>5?7�
is to keep weapons-usable nuclear material out of the hands of terrorists by strengthening secu-
rity at nuclear facilities around the globe. While the Trump administration continues to move 
2;>C->0�C5@4�@45?�95??5;:	�5@�4-?�01/>1-?10�@41�'%�2;/A?�;:�@41�9;?@�1Ŋ1/@5B1�?@>-@1351?�2;>�-/-
complishing it.2 Greater resources and political attention to international initiatives are needed 
to ensure that nuclear terrorism risks continue to decline. This paper reviews the key factors 
impacting nuclear terrorism risks and analyzes how much progress the Trump administration 
has made reducing that risk. 

Defending Against Evolving Threats

Nuclear threats from major terrorist groups seeking nuclear weapons appear to have dimin-
ished in recent years as some of the most dangerous groups – well-funded, sophisticated organi-
zations with apocalyptic beliefs like the Islamic State and al-Qaeda – have faced major defeats. 
This is a positive development, but serious risks remain. The number of incidents involving 
rapid radicalization of violent insiders appears to be increasing. There are large areas of un-
governed land where terrorists could hide throughout the world. Nuclear security incidents in 
which adversaries employ emerging technologies like drones and cyber tools are becoming in-
creasingly common and increasingly dangerous. This is not a time to be complacent. 

Unfortunately, nuclear facilities in many countries remain dangerously vulnerable to serious 
threats. Not all nuclear facilities are protected against all plausible threats, especially emerging 
threats; many do not have comprehensive, multilayered defenses against insiders; some nuclear 
security systems are not exposed regularly to rigorous vulnerability assessments and testing; 
@41�/A8@A>1�C5@45:�9-:E�:A/81->�;>3-:5F-@5;:?�5?�?@588�:;@�2;/A?10�?Aő/51:@8E�;:�?1/A>5@E�-:0�
nuclear materials remain in far too many locations.
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The Trump Administration on
Preventing Nuclear Terrorism
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plemented, but international organizations and multilateral groups are doing little to expand 
their nuclear security-focused work. Many of the joint commitments that countries endorsed 
during nuclear security summits have been preserved as International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA) Information Circulars, but few additional countries have endorsed them. Finally, exist-
5:3�2;>A9?�2;>�05?/A??5:3�:A/81->�?1/A>5@E�4-B1�:;@�ŋ8810�@41�3-<�812@�.E�@41�1:0�;2�@41�?A995@?��
Hardly any countries are reporting their progress in strengthening nuclear security or announc-
ing new commitments.

The combination of persistent threats and evidence of nuclear security weaknesses means that 
the risk of nuclear terrorism remains unnecessarily high. 

Trump Administration Nuclear Terrorism Rhetoric 

The Trump administration has made several statements about the importance of strengthening 
nuclear security. Speaking in Fort Myer, Virginia, in August 2017, President Trump declared that 
@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�r9A?@�<>1B1:@�:A/81->�C1-<;:?�-:0�9-@1>5-8?�2>;9�/;95:3�5:@;�@41�4-:0?�
of terrorists and being used against us or anywhere in the world.”3 It was unclear whether the 
statement, which came in the middle of a speech about US strategy in Afghanistan and South 
�?5-	�>121>>10�;:8E�@;�"-75?@-:	�C45/4�2-/1?�?53:5ŋ/-:@�@1>>;>5?9�@4>1-@?���-@1>�@4-@�E1->	�&>A9<�
-095:5?@>-@5;:�;ő/5-8?�1D<-:010�;:�@4-@�5:5@5-8�?@-@191:@	�19<4-?5F5:3�@4-@�?1/A>5@E�;2�:A/81->�
-:0�>-05;8;35/-8�9-@1>5-8?�C;>80C501�C-?�@41�r71E�@;�@41�<>1B1:@5;:�;2�C1-<;:?�;2�9-??�01-
struction (WMD) terrorism.”4  

&41�ŋ>?@�2;>9-8�<;85/E�0;/A91:@�<>;B505:3�01@-58?�-.;A@�4;C�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�C;A80�
-/451B1�@4-@�3;-8�C-?�5@?�VTU\� A/81->�";?@A>1�$1B51C�I "$J��&41�VTU\� "$�?@-@1?�@4-@�r:A/81->�
@1>>;>5?9�>19-5:?�-9;:3�@41�9;?@�?53:5ŋ/-:@�@4>1-@?�@;�@41�?1/A>5@E�;2�@41�':5@10�%@-@1?	�-8851?	�
-:0�<->@:1>?�s��@�<>1?/>5.1?�-�r9A8@58-E1>10s�-<<>;-/4	�2;/A?10�;:�r?1/A>5:3�:A/81->�C1-<;:?	�
materials, related technology, and knowledge to prevent their malicious use” and enhancing 
r/;;<1>-@5;:�C5@4�-8851?	�<->@:1>?	�-:0�5:@1>:-@5;:-8�5:?@5@A@5;:?�@;�<>1B1:@�:A/81->�@1>>;>5?9�s5

In December 2018, the Trump administration elaborated further in its National Strategy for 
�;A:@1>5:3�)���&1>>;>5?9� I)��
&J	�C45/4� /-88?� ?1/A>5:3�:A/81->� ?@;/7<581?� r-9;:3� @41�
most urgent security requirements of our age.”6 The WMD-T strategy supports the consolida-
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in a weapon.” It endorses prioritizing nuclear materials that pose the highest risk; working with 
partners to improve storage and transport security; converting research reactors and isotope 
production facilities from highly enriched uranium (HEU) to low enriched uranium (LEU); in-
centivizing participation in a strong nuclear security regime; and improving the ability of coun-
tries to guard nuclear material in storage, use, and transport against insider and outsider threats.

These policy statements are largely consistent with those of previous presidential administra-
tions. Both the NPR and the WMD-T strategy contain statements that appropriately emphasize 
@41�@4>1-@�;2�:A/81->�@1>>;>5?9�-:0�1:0;>?1�1Ŋ1/@5B1�?@>-@1351?�2;>�95@53-@5:3�@4-@�@4>1-@��">1?-
501:@��->-/7�!.-9-	�C4;�?-50�r@41�0-:31>�;2�-�@1>>;>5?@�3>;A<�;.@-5:5:3�-:0�A?5:3�-�:A/81->�
weapon is one of the greatest threats to global security,” made securing vulnerable nuclear ma-
terial around the world one of his signature policy priorities.7 President George W. Bush issued 
-�6;5:@�?@-@191:@�C5@4�$A??5-:�">1?501:@�(8-0595>�"A@5:�?@-@5:3�@4-@�r@41�':5@10�%@-@1?�;2��91>-
ica and Russia are committed to combating the threat of nuclear terrorism, which is one of the 
most dangerous international security challenges we face” and that nuclear security must be 
r/;:?@-:@8E�1:4-:/10�@;�/;A:@1>�1B;8B5:3�@1>>;>5?@�@4>1-@?�s8

The Trump administration’s stated policy prescriptions are also consistent with long-standing 
strategies for reducing nuclear terrorism risks. Bilateral cooperation and engagement with other 
/;A:@>51?�@4>;A34�9A8@58-@1>-8�5:?@5@A@5;:?�4-B1�.11:�1Ŋ1/@5B1�@;;8?�2;>�418<5:3�;@41>�/;A:@>51?�
improve security at their own facilities, strengthening international norms, and bolstering in-
ternational legal architecture around nuclear security. All of these strategies are part of existing 
US government nuclear security programs. 

!:1�9-6;>�05Ŋ1>1:/1�.1@C11:�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�-:0�5@?�<>101/1??;>?�5?�5@?�<>5;>5@5F--
tion of nuclear security. The Obama administration’s 2010 NPR made preventing nuclear terror-
5?9�@41�ŋ>?@�;2�5@?�ŋB1�71E�:A/81->�<;85/E�;.61/@5B1?�9 While the Trump administration discusses 
the risk of nuclear terrorism in its NPR, its principal emphasis is on great power competition. 
Supporting stronger nuclear security around the globe does not appear to be a top priority. 

Budgets for US Nuclear Security Programs

Despite some strong statements in support of nuclear security, the Trump administration’s bud-
gets for US programs to secure nuclear material around the world have been declining. For 
Fiscal Year (FY) 2019, the Trump administration proposed large cuts to the National Nuclear Se-
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curity Administration (NNSA) nonproliferation programs, which play a critical role in reducing 
nuclear terrorism risks around the world.10 The Trump administration proposed cutting nu-
/81->�?1/A>5@E�?<1:05:3�.E�^UUY�95885;:�5:�VTU]	�-�VZ�<1>/1:@�>10A/@5;:�2>;9�@41�<>1B5;A?�E1->�11 

Congress rejected most of this proposed cut (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Requested and Allocated Funding for U.S. Department of Energy Nuclear Theft 
Prevention Programs

Figure 1 note: based on data from Department of Energy budget requests FY 2009-FY 2019. From 2009 
to 2015, the programs counted as Nuclear Theft Prevention Programs include the Global Threat Reduction 
���Ì�>Ì�Ûi]� ��ÌiÀ�>Ì���>���>ÌiÀ�>��*À�ÌiVÌ����>�`�
��«iÀ>Ì���� iÝV�Õ`��}�-iV��`����i��v��ivi�Ãi]�Ü��V��
v�VÕÃi`����ÃÌ�««��}��ÕV�i>À�Ã�Õ}}���}�À>Ì�iÀ�Ì�>����«À�Û��}�ÃiVÕÀ�ÌÞ�v�À��ÕV�i>À��>ÌiÀ�>�Ã�>�`�v>V���Ì�iÃ®]�
and International Nuclear Security. As a result of the 2016 reorganization of NNSA nonproliferation pro-
grams, several of these programs were renamed, but the underlying programs remain largely the same, 
�>���}��Ì�«�ÃÃ�L�i�Ì��V��i�ÛiÀÞ�V��Ãi�Ì��>««�iÃ�Ì��>««�iÃ�V��«>À�Ã��Ã°�ƂvÌiÀ�wÃV>��Þi>À�Óä£x]�Ì�i�«À�-
grams counted as Nuclear Threat Prevention Programs include Material Management and Minimization 
iÝV�Õ`��}�«�ÕÌ���Õ��>�`��1�`�Ã«�Ã�Ì���®�>�`����L>���>ÌiÀ�>��-iVÕÀ�ÌÞ� iÝV�Õ`��}� ÕV�i>À�-�Õ}}���}�
�iÌiVÌ����>�`��iÌiÀÀi�Vi]�Ì�i�ÃÕVViÃÃ�À�Ì��-iV��`����i��v��ivi�Ãi°®

Program managers within the US government initially sought to achieve much more ambitious 
nuclear security objectives. As recently as 2016, the United States planned to spend $200 million 
more on nuclear theft prevention programs in FY 2019 than the Trump administration request-
10�-:0�^UYT�95885;:�9;>1�@4-:�5?�:;C�<8-::10�2;>��+�VTVT���1@C11:��+�VTU]�-:0��+�VTVU	�@41�
Trump administration proposed cutting programs to increase security at nuclear facilities by 60 
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year nuclear security budgets) to $143 million. The administration also proposed cutting the 
amount of money the United States planned to spend on removing nuclear weapons-usable 
material by 64 percent between FY 2019 and FY 2021, from an estimated $410 million in 2016 to 
$146 million (Figure 2).12

Figure 2: Projected Department of Energy Nuclear Theft Prevention Spending

��}ÕÀi�Ó���Ìi\�	>Ãi`����`>Ì>�vÀ����i«>ÀÌ�i�Ì��v��iÀ}Þ�LÕ`}iÌ�ÀiµÕiÃÌÃ��9�Óä£Î��9�Óä£�°�/�iÀi�ÜiÀi�
no outyear budget projections in the FY 2018 budget request.

These cuts did not begin during the Trump administration. Budgets for nuclear security pro-
grams have been declining for nearly a decade. From 2012 through 2018, US funding for such 
1Ŋ;>@?�4-?�0>;<<10�.E�:1->8E�YT�<1>/1:@	�>10A/5:3�?;91�<>;3>-9?�@;�@415>�8;C1?@�2A:05:3�81B18?�
in more than 20 years. However, unlike its predecessors, the Trump administration envisions 
a long-term reduction in funding for nuclear security programs. In the past, when the Obama 
administration cut funding for its nuclear security programs, it still planned major nuclear se-
curity projects involving expanded budgets in the future. For example, the United States has 
spent years trying to convince Belarus and South Africa, which both possess more than enough 
HEU for a nuclear bomb, to remove the material from their territory. Projected US budgets once 
included money to help remove this material in the hope that agreements would be reached in 
the future. The Trump administration’s long-term nuclear security budgets no longer include 
2A:05:3�2;>�@41?1�>19;B-8?��%5958->8E	�/A>>1:@�ŋB1
E1->�.A031@?�:;�8;:31>�5:/8A01�2A:0?�2;>�@41�
disposition of weapons-usable separated plutonium the United States shipped abroad, more 
than a ton of which still exists in foreign countries.
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There are several reasons why the United States has been reducing its nuclear security pro-
3>-9?���5>?@	�9-:E�4534
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curity systems in foreign countries (mainly in the former Soviet Union) were completed. Sec-
ond, turmoil between the United States and Russia, the two largest nuclear powers, has resulted 
in the suspension of almost all nuclear security cooperation between the two countries. In most 
cases, funding for Russian cooperation is no longer planned. Third, political impediments with 
other countries, such as India, China, and Pakistan, limit the scope of what NNSA nuclear se-
curity programs currently hope to achieve. Fourth, many research reactors are waiting for high-
er-density fuels to become available, and the development of those fuels is taking much longer 
than originally anticipated. Fifth, the cost of nuclear weapons programs is growing. Because 
both nonproliferation programs and modernization of US nuclear weapons are funded from 
the same pool of money within the NNSA, nonproliferation programs are losing out in the bud-
get process. Over the next decade, NNSA plans to spend more than $100 billion on moderniza-
tion of the US nuclear weapon stockpile.13 There is no public ten-year budget for NNSA non 
<>;8521>-@5;:�<>;3>-9?	�.A@�;B1>�@41�:1D@�ŋB1�E1->?�5@�<8-:?�@;�?<1:0�81??�@4-:�^UT�.5885;:	�9;?@�
of which will not go to nuclear security programs.14 
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plans to reduce the risk of nuclear terrorism, but these proposed budgets are for programs of 
8595@10�-9.5@5;:���:/>1-?10�2A:05:3�C;A80�.1�:11010�2;>�-�9;>1�/;9<>141:?5B1�1Ŋ;>@�@4-@
pursues a broad range of nuclear security improvements with as many of the countries with 
nuclear weapons or materials as possible.15 This point was emphasized when NNSA Adminis-
trator Lisa Gordon-Hagerty called for more funding for nuclear security programs during a 2019 
�;A?1��>910�%1>B5/1?�41->5:3	�?@-@5:3�r�p88�@-71�^\T�95885;:�@;�?1/A>1�9;>1�:A/81->�9-@1>5-8?�
around the world because that’s nuclear materials that are less likely to fall in the hands of 
terrorists or adversaries….We can do additional training around the world. We can encourage 
;@41>?�-:0�418<�@419�C5@4�?1/A>5@E�5:?@-88-@5;:?��&41>1�->1�-�:A9.1>�;2�05Ŋ1>1:@�@45:3?�C1�/-:�
do around the world.”16

International Nuclear Security Engagement

As nuclear security budgets have declined, US programs to secure nuclear materials around the 
world have become more limited. Since the beginning of the Trump administration, the United 
States has not succeeded in strengthening nuclear security cooperation bilaterally with other 
countries, particularly those that have the largest stocks of weapons-usable material, or improv-
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ing engagement on nuclear security within international organizations and multilateral groups. 

There is virtually no nuclear security cooperation between the United States and Russia, the 
world’s two largest nuclear powers. In late 2014, the United States imposed sanctions on Rus-
sia for its intervention in Ukraine. As a result, Russia suspended most of its nuclear security 
cooperation with the United States. Russia declined to participate in the 2016 Nuclear Security 
Summit hosted by the United States, suspended its participation in the Plutonium Management 
and Disposition Agreement, and terminated US-Russian cooperation to convert six Russian re-
?1->/4�>1-/@;>?�@;���'�2A18��$A??5-:?�;ő/5-8?�4-B1�5:05/-@10�@4-@�@41E�C;A80�.1�C5885:3�@;�>1-
sume nuclear security cooperation as part of a broader package of cooperation that included 
nuclear energy and other issues, but political tensions between the two countries have made it 
05ő/A8@�2;>�@41�'%�3;B1>:91:@�@;�-3>11�@;�@45?�-<<>;-/4��

In addition to the fraught bilateral relationship of the United States with Russia, there is lim-
ited engagement in strengthening nuclear security cooperation in other important countries 
that have large quantities of weapons-usable nuclear material. This is especially true for In-
dia, whose engagement with the United States is limited largely to discussions and workshops. 
There has been more substantial cooperation between China and the United States through 
China’s nuclear security Center of Excellence. In both cases, however, cooperation with these 
countries is largely limited and does not include more extensive collaboration. Political tension 
between the United States and Pakistan has threatened ongoing cooperation, and the relation-
ship has continued to decline throughout the Trump administration. Existing cooperation pro-
/110?�-89;?@�1:@5>18E�5:�?1/>1@	�4;C1B1>	�9-75:3�-�2A88�1B-8A-@5;:�;2�5@?�.1:1ŋ@?�05ő/A8@�

US engagement with most wealthy countries has been more limited. But US nuclear security 
programs are shifting from a strategy where the United States pays to install major equipment 
-:0�ŋ:-:/1�9-6;>� @>-5:5:3�<>;3>-9?�|�C;>7� @4-@� 5?� 8->318E� /;9<81@10�C41>1� 5@� 5?�<;85@5/-88E�
possible – to a focus on convincing other countries to do more themselves and advising them 
on how to do it. That approach is as applicable to wealthy countries as it is to poor ones. It is in 
'%�5:@1>1?@?�@;�1:3-31�C5@4�/;A:@>51?�@4-@�4-B1�?53:5ŋ/-:@�:A/81->�5:2>-?@>A/@A>1?�>13->081??�;2�
their gross domestic product.

The Trump administration has not managed to build approaches to multilateral nuclear securi-
@E�1:3-3191:@�@4-@�ŋ88�@41�3-<�812@�.E�@41�1:0�;2�@41�:A/81->�?1/A>5@E�?A995@?��&41�:A/81->�?1/A-
rity summit process that took place from 2010 to 2016 elevated the issue of nuclear security to the
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highest levels of governments, providing a forum where leaders could announce major nucle-
->�?1/A>5@E�<>;3>1??	�/;;>05:-@1�-/@5B5@51?	�-:0�-3>11�@;�2A>@41>�-/@5;:��"->@5/5<-:@?�-@�@41�ŋ:-8�
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Energy Agency (IAEA), the United Nations, the Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism, 
Interpol, and the Global Partnership Against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass De-
struction. The track record for implementing these plans is mixed. The Trump administration 
9-01�?;91�1Ŋ;>@�@;�?@>1:3@41:�@41� A/81->�%1/A>5@E��;:@-/@��>;A<	�C45/4�1B;8B10�2>;9�@41�
8-?@�?A995@�@;�ŋ88�<->@�;2�@41�3-<�812@�.E�@41�-.?1:/1�;2�@41�?A995@?	�.A@�@41�>1?A8@?�>19-5:�@;�
be seen. 

In February 2020, the Trump administration’s international leadership on nuclear security 
faced an important test during the IAEA-hosted ministerial-level nuclear security meeting. 
While some countries shared information about steps they made to strengthen security at their 
:A/81->�?5@1?	�@41�911@5:3�050�:;@�A8@59-@18E�>1?A8@�5:�-:E�?53:5ŋ/-:@�:1C�:A/81->�?1/A>5@E�/;9-
mitments or initiatives. The next major international nuclear security event will be the review 
conference for the amended Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material – a key 
legally binding nuclear security agreement – in 2021. Thus far, however, the Trump administra-
tion has not pushed for constructive outcomes like subsequent review conferences –
5:?@1-0	�<>121>>5:3�@;�r<8-E�5@�.E�1->�s17
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tion. Both President Obama and Vice President Joe Biden engaged directly with their coun-
terparts in other countries on this issue.18 There is no evidence that President Trump or Vice 
President Mike Pence have done the same. Rather, the Trump administration has, in some cases, 
undermined its relationships with other countries, making cooperation on issues like nuclear 
?1/A>5@E�9;>1�05ő/A8@��

Some Continued Progress
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years, the Trump administration continues to make some progress strengthening nuclear secu-
rity around the world.19 One area of modest continued progress has been on the repatriation of 
C1-<;:?
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nuclear theft is to consolidate nuclear weapons and nuclear weapons-usable material to fewer 
sites. Every facility that eliminates its weapons-usable nuclear material is one less potential tar-
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get that needs to be protected against theft. 

Eliminating weapons-usable nuclear material from countries around the world was a major 
priority for the Obama administration: 18 of the 32 countries, plus Taiwan, that have eliminated 
all of their weapons-usable nuclear material did so during the Obama administration.20 Other 
/;A:@>51?�C5@4�C1-<;:?
A?-.81�9-@1>5-8�-8?;�?53:5ŋ/-:@8E�>10A/10�@415>�?@;/7?�;B1>�@45?�<1>5;0��
The Obama administration helped to completely clean out 33 facilities of their HEU over eight 
years, a pace of just over four facilities per year.21

This work has continued at a slower pace during the Trump administration. Two countries have 
eliminated their weapons-usable nuclear material during the Trump administration, but in 
both cases the amount of material removed was very small.22 The Trump administration has 
supported the disposition or removal of approximately 1,011 kilograms of HEU and helped to 
completely clean out four facilities of their HEU in two years, an average of two facilities per 
year.23 The level of risk reduction achieved through the Trump administration’s support for con-
solidating nuclear materials appears to be, thus far, less than what was achieved during the 
Obama administration.

The Trump administration has continued to support reducing the number of research reactors 
that use HEU, albeit also at a very slow pace. During the Trump administration, the United 
%@-@1?�4-?�?A<<;>@10�@41�/;:B1>?5;:�;2�@C;�>1-/@;>?�2>;9���'�@;���'�-:0�/;:@5:A10�@;�ŋ:-:/1�
development of high-density fuels that will allow the reactors using the largest quantities of 
HEU to be converted in the future.  

!:1�->1-�;2�?53:5ŋ/-:@�<>;3>1??	�4;C1B1>	�4-?�.11:�18595:-@5:3���'�5:�@41�<>;0A/@5;:�;2�910-
ical isotopes. The isotope molybdenum-99 (Mo-99) is often produced from HEU targets and, in 
some cases, at facilities powered by HEU fuel. Almost all of the major suppliers of Mo-99 – Aus-
tralia, Belgium, the Netherlands, and South Africa – have converted to using LEU fuel. Belgium 
is expected to complete its switch to LEU targets in 2020, though its reactor will continue to 
be fueled with HEU until the high-density fuels become available or until it is shut down and 
>1<8-/10�C5@4�-�:1C���'
2A1810� 2-/585@E��&41�':5@10�%@-@1?�4-?� ?A<<;>@10� @45?�1Ŋ;>@�->;A:0�
the world. It has also helped develop domestic Mo-99 production without using HEU targets, 
though the University of Missouri reactor that is providing the irradiation services is still fueled 
C5@4���'���;91?@5/�<>;0A/@5;:�;2��;
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medical isotopes to about 10 kilograms per year, the additional risk reduction as this is complet-
ed over the next few years will be real but modest.24

Nuclear Security Within the Trump Bureaucracy 

There is also evidence that nuclear security is less of a priority within the Trump administration 
than it was within the Obama administration. The Obama administration assigned a Senior 
Director within the National Security Council (NSC) to focus primarily on preventing nucle-
ar, chemical, and biological terrorism, with a focus on upgrading nuclear security around the 
world. This position continued at the beginning of the Trump administration, but it is now fo-
cused on a much broader policy portfolio that covers arms control and nonproliferation issues. 
In addition, there is concern that issue experts – like those that focus on nuclear terrorism – are 
81??�5:ŌA1:@5-8�C5@45:�@41�&>A9<� %��@4-:�>135;:-8�1D<1>@?�25 

Within the Department of Energy, Secretary Rick Perry did not appear to be as focused on non-
proliferation and nuclear security issues as his immediate predecessor, Secretary Ernie Moniz. 
�005@5;:-88E	� @41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�050�:;@�4-B1�-�%1:-@1
/;:ŋ>910�;ő/5-8� 5:�/4->31�;2�
NNSA nonproliferation and nuclear security programs for more than a year. 

Revitalizing US Nuclear Security Programs

Many of the challenges facing US nuclear security policy are not directly attributable to the 
Trump administration. Much of the low-hanging nuclear security fruit had already been plucked 
prior to President Trump’s term. The end of the security summit process was likely to result in 
diminished focus on preventing nuclear terrorism regardless of who was president. In contrast 
to many other areas of public policy, the Trump administration’s approach to nuclear security 
has been primarily to continue existing policies, neither reversing past policies nor launching 
major new initiatives. Unfortunately, this has resulted in the continued decline of US focus on 
preventing nuclear terrorism around the world. 

More ambitious work is needed to keep up with evolving threats. The United States needs a plan 
to strengthen global nuclear security. The plan should focus on working with as many countries 
-?�<;??5.81�C5@4�0-:31>;A?�:A/81->�?@;/7?�;>�2-/585@51?	�15@41>�1:?A>5:3�@4-@�@41E�4-B1�1Ŋ1/@5B1�
and sustainable nuclear security or developing steps to mitigate risks when cooperation is not 
feasible. In particular, the plan should focus on strategies for working with countries that face
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the biggest risks, even if there are political barriers to that cooperation. The president should 
identify a leader whose full-time job is carrying out this plan and allocate the resources to sup-
port it. Meanwhile, Congress needs to devote sustained attention to the nuclear terrorism threat 
and support steps to reduce risks.
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Sharon Squassoni
The Trump administration intends to make US nuclear energy great again. Exporting nuclear 
reactors is a key element of the plan, along with sustaining existing nuclear plants in the United 
States, investing in research and development of advanced and small reactors, and some fuel cy-
/81�C;>7��&41?1�5:5@5-@5B1?�3;�2->�.1E;:0�<>1B5;A?�-095:5?@>-@5;:?p�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�>1B5@-85F1�'%�:A/81-
ar energy in the last two decades. Unfortunately, they may also contribute to increasing the risks 
of proliferation. Overall, nuclear cooperation policy three years into the Trump administration 
>1Ō1/@?� @41�?-91�/4->-/@1>5?@5/?�1B501:@� 5:�;@41>�<;85/E�->1-?��-� 2-58A>1� @;�?11�B-8A1� 5:�<;85/E�
continuity, in multilateral approaches, and in US leadership by example.

Background

&41�':5@10�%@-@1?�4-?�?;91�;2� @41�9;?@� ?@>5:31:@� >1=A5>191:@?� 2;>� ?53:5ŋ/-:@�:A/81->� @>-01�
in the world. Some legal requirements arose out of the Atomic Energy Act, but other policy 
and technology preferences have developed over time. To ensure that nuclear trade meets le-
gal requirements, the executive branch incorporates them into framework nuclear cooperation 
agreements (NCA), which are then subject to congressional review and approval. Congressional 
review is skewed towards approval, which is automatic after 60 days unless Congress acts to 
block, condition, or disapprove agreements. The United States has more than two dozen nuclear 
cooperation agreements in force, many of those with the thirty-one countries (plus Taiwan) that 
have commercial nuclear power reactors.

US nuclear cooperation agreements provide a window into how the United States balances nu-
clear business, trade, and economic interests against security, nonproliferation, and strategic 
<->@:1>?45<�5:@1>1?@?��'?A-88E	�@41?1�C5:0;C?�->1�;<1:10�.>51ŌE�C41:�-�:1C�-3>1191:@�5?�:13;-
tiated or an old one is renewed. However, there are some cases where ongoing implementation 
can provide insights. 

Current Partners

Under the Trump administration, implementation of existing agreements has been fairly

Making America’s Nuclear Energy 
Great Again
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routine with a few exceptions. The agreement with Japan automatically rolled over in 2018 with 
little controversy, punctuated by a helpful statement by the Japan Atomic Energy Commission 
on Japan’s intention to reduce its plutonium surplus. Japan’s agreement is one of two that have 
5:01ŋ:5@1� 0A>-@5;:� I@41� ;@41>� 5?� @41�9;>1� >1/1:@8E� :13;@5-@10� -3>1191:@�C5@4�&-5C-:J�� &41�
agreement with South Korea is likewise proceeding with little fanfare, although US domestic 
1Ŋ;>@?�;:�2A18�/E/81�/-<-.585@51?	�5:/8A05:3�@41�01?5>1�2;>�-�:1C�0;91?@5/�1:>5/491:@�<8-:@�2;>�
national security purposes and a renewed US interest in developing capabilities to condition 
spent fuel, could upset the proverbial apple cart before the joint US-South Korean study on 
pyroprocessing is completed in 2021. 

China, however, is another matter. The Obama administration renegotiated an NCA with China 
5:�VTUY�@4-@�21-@A>1?�-�B1>?5;:�;2�2-?@
@>-/7�-A@4;>5F-@5;:�2;>�1D<;>@?���A>5:3�/;:3>1??5;:-8�41->-
ings on the agreement, some concerns surfaced about China’s use of US nuclear power reactor 
pump technology in its military submarine program. Just a year later, Allen Ho, a naturalized 
US citizen working for China General Nuclear Power Company, was indicted for violations of 
the Atomic Energy Act. The Trump administration reviewed US nuclear cooperation with Chi-
na, and the Department of Energy subsequently announced a new policy in October 2018 on 
exports of nuclear technology, equipment, components, and material to China that overturned 
the fast-track approach.1 First and foremost, any transfers to China General Nuclear would be 
denied. Technology related to light water small modular reactors (SMRs) and non-light water 
advanced reactors would also be denied, as would US components supporting China’s reactors 
that compete with US designs (Hualong One and CAP-1400). The new policy, however, will au-
thorize equipment and components necessary for Westinghouse’s AP-1000 contracts. 

At the time, Secretary of Energy Rick Perry stated that the United States could not ignore the 
:-@5;:-8�?1/A>5@E�59<85/-@5;:?�;2��45:1?1�1Ŋ;>@?�@;�-/=A5>1�:A/81->�@1/4:;8;3E�r;A@?501�;2�1?-
tablished processes.” This was a much milder interpretation than the one coming from the 
Department of State. In July 2018, Assistant Secretary of State Christopher Ford told US naval 
-/-019E�/-01@?�@4-@��45:-p?�<;85/E�;2�9585@->E
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tion” narrative developed by the Trump administration, or simply the administration’s rejection 
of Obama-era policies. The new policy leaves an opening for the resumption of export licenses
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Future Partners

The Trump administration inherited ongoing negotiations for new agreements, including 
those with Saudi Arabia and Jordan. Both negotiations have encountered resistance for sim-
ilar reasons: Jordan and Saudi Arabia chafe against US insistence that they forswear domes-
tic uranium enrichment and spent fuel reprocessing and sign Additional Protocol agreements 
I� ���$�NYXTJ	�C45/4�3>-:@?� @41� �:@1>:-@5;:-8��@;95/��:1>3E��31:/E� I����J� -005@5;:-8� 5:-
formation, inspection tools, and access. These two conditions are not statutorily required but 
:;C�->1�/>A/5-8�/;9<;:1:@?�;2�C4-@�@41�&>A9<�-095:5?@>-@5;:�5?�/-885:3�r>1?<;:?5.81�:A/81->�
supply.” For decades, US policy has been to limit the spread of enrichment and reprocessing ca-
pabilities, largely through supplier controls. Few US NCAs completed after 1978 allow countries 
to domestically enrich or reprocess US-origin material, and only the NCA with Australia allows 
for the transfer of sensitive nuclear technology (from Australia to the US).

In the Middle East, US negotiators went a step further and sought commitments, either polit-
ically or legally binding, not to domestically enrich uranium or reprocess spent nuclear fuel.4 
%-A05��>-.5-�C-?�>1<;>@108E�C5885:3�@;�?53:�-�919;>-:0A9�;2�A:01>?@-:05:3�@;�@4-@�1Ŋ1/@�.A@�
not willing to put such language into a binding agreement. It is not entirely clear where the 
Trump administration would have drawn the line for Saudi Arabia before the political disaster 
of the Jamal Khashoggi murder in October 2018. A 2019 investigation into the White House’s 
/;:?501>-@5;:�;2�-�r�50081��-?@��->?4-88�"8-:s� @4-@� 5:B;8B10�@41�<;@1:@5-8�?-81�;2�XY�:A/81->�
reactors to the Middle East (see text box)  had little political impact during a year that also in-
cluded impeachment proceedings.5 Presumably, Congress would continue to closely scrutinize 
any plans by the Trump administration to revisit nuclear cooperation with Saudi Arabia even in 
a second Trump term. 

A New Strategic Approach

On February 26, 2019, Assistant Secretary Ford announced a new strategic approach to nucle-
ar cooperation agreements.6��1E�18191:@?�;2�@41�<8-:�5:/8A01�>161/@5:3�-�r.A?5:1??�-?�A?A-8s�
-<<>;-/4�.E�/A@@5:3�;Ŋ�1D<;>@?�@;��45:-	�1:/;A>-35:3�;@41>�?A<<851>?�@;�-0;<@�'%�?@-:0->0?�
of supply like the Additional Protocol, placing limits on recipient countries’ ability to enrich or 
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liers. In addition, Assistant Secretary Ford proposed new Nuclear Cooperation MOUs to enable 
US suppliers to develop strategic partnerships with potential new recipients. 

In the past, some advocates of civil nuclear exports operated with an implicit assumption that 
promoting US nuclear exports was synonymous with nonproliferation because US export con-
trols and atomic energy laws laid the groundwork for multilateral export control regimes like 
the Nuclear Suppliers Group. The 2019 Trump administration strategy makes that assumption 
explicit despite historical evidence that US nuclear cooperation has actually made nuclear 
weapons programs in countries like Taiwan and South Korea possible. In fact, some cases may 
simply involve greater proliferation risks regardless of what the United States does. South Ko-
rea, for example, had a strong alliance with the United States and a nuclear cooperation agree-
ment, but decided nonetheless to pursue nuclear weapons when it appeared that the US-South 
Korean strategic alliance was weakening because of troop withdrawals in the mid-1970s.

A second problem with the new administration’s approach is the assumption that NCAs can 
help forge strategic relationships. This overestimates the ability of NCAs to accomplish practi-
cal tasks while underestimating the symbolic value in legitimizing a recipient country’s nuclear 
program. Even where a country has made an NCA the prerequisite for a strategic partnership, 
such as India, the outcome is not guaranteed. The US-India nuclear deal may be an extreme 
example, but it demonstrates how prioritizing the development of a strategic relationship over-
turned decades of nonproliferation policy with few results. There has been no success story 
for the United States to balance out the negative nonproliferation impact – not for the nuclear 
5:0A?@>E	�6;.?	�;>�05<8;9-@5/�5:ŌA1:/1���E�B51C5:3� ��?�-?�5:?@>A91:@?�@;�418<�2;>31�?@>-@135/�
relationships, the US government increases pressure on industry to win nuclear contracts. Yet 
those suppliers, at least for the last ten years, have already been operating in a buyers’ market 
@4-@�2;>/1?�@419�@;�/;9<1@1�;:�8;C�/;?@?	�.1@@1>�@1/4:;8;3E	�;>�9;>1�/;:ŋ01:/1�5:�:1C�:A/81->�
reactors.  

The new strategic approach largely does not make clear how the US government intends to 
make US technology and vendors more appealing. Leaving aside formal nuclear cooperation 
agreements, MOUs are supposed to allow recipient countries to 

“...build strategic ties with the United States, its experts, industry, and cut-
Ì��}�i`}i�ÀiÃi>ÀV�iÀÃ�>L�ÕÌ���Ü�LiÃÌ�Ì��Ì>���À�vÕÌÕÀi��««�ÀÌÕ��Ì�iÃ�Ì���ÌÃ�Ã«iV�wV�
needs. We would use these ties to help states build their own infrastructure for the
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responsible use of nuclear energy and technology and adopt best practices in 
nuclear safety, security, and nonproliferation, including independent regulatory 
oversight.”7 

This strategy ignores the real culprit of reduced US competitiveness: cost. Russia and China 
may indeed use nuclear trade for strategic purposes, but they also understand that nuclear en-
ergy is too expensive for most recipients. With lower demand, Russia and China are providing 
?53:5ŋ/-:@�ŋ:-:/5-8�-:0�;@41>�5:/1:@5B1?	�?A/4�-?�<>;95?1?�@;�@-71�.-/7�?<1:@�2A18	�5:�1D/4-:31�
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underlying assumption in the new strategic approach is that something besides defraying the 
cost of exorbitantly expensive reactors will attract potential new recipients. Ford’s speech sug-
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ness with a country like the United States that upholds the highest standards of safety, security, 
and nonproliferation. Technology is another possibility, which is exactly what the United States 
fears its competitors will share and what the United States (at least with China) has not done a 
good job of protecting. 
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ation irresponsibility as a marketing tool,” but this is clearly never the case among traditional 
suppliers. If anything, France and Korea are just as guilty as China and Russia with respect to 
not advocating enrichment and reprocessing restrictions.

National Security as the Basis for Supporting Nuclear Energy 

A Department of Energy spokesperson earlier this year described the Trump administration 
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Trump administration began a full-scale review of nuclear energy policy in mid-2017 with the 
aim of keeping current plants open, supporting technology and innovation, reviewing US policy 
on the fuel cycle, and encouraging international exports.8

While no broad policy initiative has been released, the administration has been promoting 
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electricity with power purchase agreements, new R&D programs, building a fast reactor to test 
fuels, subsidies for the nuclear fuel supply chain, and the new strategic approach for nuclear 
cooperation. 
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views our civil nuclear program as a strategic asset and has expressed a willingness to directly 
preserve those assets.”9���?8534@8E�05Ŋ1>1:@�5:@1><>1@-@5;:�5?�@4-@�8;:3
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ping up domestic nuclear power in the United States have a willing ear in the current White 
House. E&E News published what appears to be a memo for an NSC meeting in May 2018 that 
contained familiar, recycled arguments: 

Without a strong domestic nuclear power industry, the U.S. will not only lose these 
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strategic interest to preserve these assets in order to maintain and enhance Amer-
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of commercial nuclear technologies and systems. The entire U.S. nuclear enter-
prise – weapons, naval propulsion, non-proliferation, enrichment, and section 123 
negotiations with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and other countries – depends on 
a robust civilian nuclear industry. 

Nuclear power, coal infrastructure and pipeline infrastructure are all basic compo-
nents of the nation’s domestic industrial base, which is necessary for national de-
fense and furthers the national security strategy’s priority goals of energy security 
through diverse supply and energy abundance.”

These arguments are quite similar to those found in background documents released as part of 
the House Committee on Oversight and Reform’s interim report detailing the so-called Middle 
East Marshall Plan.10 Secretary of the Interior David Bernhardt made similar claims in a Wash-
ington Times op-ed in September 2019.11 In July 2019, President Trump linked nuclear energy 
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investigation that national security was impaired by dependence on foreign uranium, creating 
the US Nuclear Fuel Working Group to make recommendations on how to revitalize the US 
nuclear fuel supply chain.12�&4-@�3>;A<p?�ŋ:05:3?�4-B1�?;�2->�.11:�018-E10�
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taining and developing expertise and technologies. Nevertheless, a push for exports without 
addressing the decline of the US domestic industrial base would be futile. Worse, the asser-
tion that nuclear power is necessary for national defense is far-fetched and misplaced. The US 
military nuclear establishment, including weapons and naval reactors, has developed along a 
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than developing purely domestic suppliers.  

Overall, a push for exports at the expense of nonproliferation could impair national security. 
The best example of this risk is pursuit of nuclear cooperation with Saudi Arabia despite mul-
@5<81� @4>1-@1:5:3�?@-@191:@?�.E�%-A05�;ő/5-8?�>13->05:3�@415>� 5:@1:@5;:�@;�9-@/4��>-:p?�/-<--
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energy for national defense and nuclear weapons programs, and other countries may also fol-
low suit.  Any cooperation with Saudi Arabia that does not include a ban on enrichment and 
reprocessing should be viewed with deep concern. Lastly, US national security is not improved 
if the US pursues fuel-cycle capabilities to improve export competitiveness. Such an approach
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The Middle East Marshall Plan

The so-called Middle East Marshall Plan, described in detail in the House 
Committee on Oversight and Reform’s interim report, reportedly sought 
Ì��LÀ��}�«i>Vi]�«À�Ã«iÀ�ÌÞ�>�`�«�ÜiÀ� *Î®� Ì�� Ì�i���``�i�>ÃÌ� Ì�À�Õ}��
nuclear energy cooperation. It pre-dates the Trump administration and 
has had different forms and partners but with little substantive support 
before 2017. The plan was marketed as a way to make America great 
again in nuclear energy; reposition the US as the preeminent partner in 
the Middle East; secure US nonproliferation objectives; and boost US 
jobs and national security.

The plan assumed that:

• The Middle East is going nuclear. 

• Middle Eastern countries, upset by Iranian nuclear capabilities, 
seek to acquire the same capabilities. 

• Russia and China are aggressively pursuing exports in the region 
and the US industry is not equipped to compete against them.



would overturn longstanding US goals and objectives and damage US leadership rather than 
enhance it. 

Finally, there appears to be little sensitivity within the Trump administration to the possibility 
that some US actions may be interpreted as the antithesis of modeling good nonproliferation 
behavior by allies and adversaries alike. Pursuing export markets as a zero-sum game decreases 
the kind of collaboration that is necessary to combat proliferation.  Moreover, pursuing bilateral 
approaches at the potential expense of multilateral approaches and using national security ar-
guments to prop up uneconomic civilian nuclear energy may ultimately increase proliferation 
risks. 
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